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Summary
In this dissertation we will study the finite element method (FEM) which is used to
solve a time dependent partial integro-differential equation (PIDE) in two dimen-
sion and an unbounded domain arising from option pricing under Le´vy process.
From both theoretical and numerical point of view, the most difficult part to
solve the PIDE is to deal with the integral term, unbounded domain and associated
cut-off boundary condition. The finite element method can treat these difficulties
easily in its variational formulation and theoretical analysis framework. We will
review the derivation and a few existing numerical methods for the Black-Scholes
model and the jump diffusion model for the two-asset option in Chapter 1. In
particular, we will provide a brief review of finite element method.
Chapter 2 includes a brief introduction of Le´vy process and its examples, as
well as a number of well-known inequalities which will be used in our analysis in
later chapters. In Chapter 3, we provide a general derivation of pricing equations
related to infinitesimal generator of Le´vy process. Replacing the nonsmooth initial




Chapter 4 includes our main results. The existence and uniqueness of the
solution under the weighted Soblev space are proved via G˚arding inequality in
Section 1. In Section 2 we estimate the error of localization from the infinite domain
to a finite domain. In Section 3, we consider semi-discretization in time. We obtain
the error estimate for the Crank-Nicolson scheme. The remaining sections focus on
error estimates of semi-discretization in spatial variables and fully discrete scheme.
Chapter 5 is relatively independent of the other chapters, where we study the
pricing PIDE via a finite difference method (FDM). We discuss the idea of an
alternating implicit direction (ADI) scheme for the problem.
We include several examples in Chapter 6. We construct the exact solution of
the first example and use it to verify the convergence of our scheme. The second and
third examples are both well-known problems in option pricing. We can compare
our results with benchmark solutions. In the last Chapter, we conclude this thesis
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The size and growth of the derivative securities market makes the study of deriva-
tive securities important. A derivative security is a financial instrument whose
value depends on the values of some other underlying variables, e.g. commodities,
stocks, foreign currencies or even weather temperatures. Over the past 30 years,
the growth of the derivative markets has been a major development in finance.
According to the reports from Bank of International Settlement and US Treasury
[1, 2], the total notional value of all outstanding derivatives now totals approxi-
mately $182.2 trillion the second quarter of 2008. And there are 975 commercial
banks holding derivatives.
Among the most popular derivatives, options are actively traded on major ex-
changes throughout the world, e.g. the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE),
the American Stock Exchange(AMEX), the London International Financial Fu-
tures and Options Exchange (LIFFE) and the Tokyo Commodity Exchange (TO-
COM). Also, many customized options are traded in the over-the-counter market
by banks and other financial institutions.
Option is a type of derivative security. A call (put) option gives the holder the
right to buy (sell) the underlying asset S by a certain date for a certain price K.
1
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The underlying asset may be a stock, the price of oil, a foreign exchange rate, a
forward contract, or some other measurable value. For a general introduction to
mathematical finance theory see, among others, [3, 4], [5], [6]. European options
can only be exercised on the maturity date of the contract. American style options,
however, can be exercised at any time between the start of the contract and the
maturity date, which makes it much harder to find the price.
1.1 Black-Scholes-Merton Framework and its Nu-
merical Approaches
The theory of option pricing could be traced back to [7], who revolutionized option
pricing with the introduction of the first modern option pricing model. In the same
year, [8] introduced a model which extended the work of Black and Scholes. The
derivatives pricing theory of Black-Scholes-Merton assumes the standard model
of stock price processes - geometric Brownian motion (GBM), the returns on the
assets are governed by the stochastic differential equation (SDE)
dS
S
= (µ− q)dt+ σdW, (1.1.1)
where S is the price of the underlying asset at time t, µ is the constant expected
return of the asset, q is the constant continuous dividend yield proportional to
the asset price, and σ is the constant (forward-looking) volatility of the asset
returns. W is a Wiener process,or Brownian motion defined on a probability space
{Ω,F ,P}. If q < 0 we can think of a constant continuous cost of carry proportional
to the asset price S, or a foreign interest rate. This has been such a successful model
partly because the SDE can be solved analytically.
And the terminal payoff of an option is
h(ST ) = max (φ · (ST −K), 0) ,
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when φ = 1 for call and φ = −1 for put.
1.1.1 Black-Scholes-Merton Framework
Let us derive the pricing equation under Black-Scholes-Merton framework. We
first consider a portfolio Π consisting of an option V and an amount ∆ of the
underlying asset S.
Π(t) = V (t, S)−∆ · S(t),
where V (t, S) is a general option value and S(t) is the price of underlying asset.
Notice that we are long the option, V , and therefore, if allowed, it is possible for
us to exercise the option early. If this portfolio was setup as ∆S − V we should
not hold the option and could not decide when to exercise it. The amount of stock
∆ that we hold is fixed at the start of each time step. We cannot anticipate stock
movements. The change of the value of the portfolio from t to t + dt is given as
follows,
dΠ = dV −∆ · dS −∆ · qSdt, (1.1.2)
where qSdt is the dividend for one share of underlying paid from t to t+ dt.




































we eliminate all randomness from the evolution of the portfolio. All dS terms
cancel and only dt terms remain. This is called delta hedging. We argue, by
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arbitrage, that this must be equal to the change in value of the equivalent amount
of money in a risk free bank account
EQ[dΠ] = rΠdt










+ (r − q)∂V
∂S
− rV = 0. (1.1.3)
The terminal condition is V (S, T ) = h(S). We also have boundary conditions for
S = 0 and S → ∞. Black and Scholes show that the option price satisfies the











+ (r − q)S ∂
∂S
.
The price, V (S, t), of a European option, at time t, is given by the expected
payoff of the option discounted under the risk free interest rate
V (S, t) = EQ[e−r(T−t)h(ST )], (1.1.4)
ST is the value of the underlying asset at the option expiry date T . This risk
neutral valuation approach to option pricing was suggested by [9]. The option
price is the expectation of the discounted payoff at maturity under risk neutral
probability Q. And the asset price S follows the risk-neutral price process,
dS
S
= (r − q)dt+ σdW, (1.1.5)
where the expected return µ described in real world, is replaced by the risk free
interest rate r in risk-neutral world. The theoretical framework is due to the
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fundamental theorem of asset pricing: a financial market is free of arbitrage if and
only if there is a probability measure, equivalent to the real-world measure. This
theorem was proved by [10] in 1981 for the case where the underlying probability
space is finite. In the same year [11] extended this theorem to a more general
setting: for this extension the condition of no arbitrage turns out to be too narrow
and has to be replaced by a stronger assumption.
The single asset model for asset prices, given in equation (1.1.5), can easily
be generalized to deal with an option with multiple underlying assets. Each asset
price, Si, is driven by a geometric Brownian motion under risk neutral world Q.
dSi
Si
= (r − qi)dt+ σidWi, (1.1.6)
The random variables Wi are standard Brownian motions that are correlated, with
the correlation between Wi and Wj denoted ρij. The PDE for the value, V , of an
option that depends on the evolution of m different underlying assets, all in the
same country, with price 0 < Si <∞, where i = 1, · · · ,m, is
−∂V
∂t












(r − qi)Si ∂
∂Si
The boundary conditions for some multi-asset options pricing problem are re-
quired according to Fichera’s Condition in Appendix (D.1) and given in Appendix
(D.2).
The standard Black-Scholes-Merton model makes a number of assumptions,
including no transaction costs and continuous delta-hedging, constant forward-
looking volatility of underlying. Moreover, empirical evidence suggest that the
Black-Scholes model does not describe the statistical properties of financial time
series very well.
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Asymmetry and Excess Kurtosis: from the statistics of the empirical distri-
bution of daily log returns of different indices (see table (1.1.1)), we could
observe the asymmetry and fat tails of the empirical distribution. Also we
can observe that large movements in asset price occur more frequently than
a model with Normal distributed increments. It is the main reason for con-
sidering asset price processes with jumps.
Index Mean Std Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
CAC40 −0.006% 1.537% 0.01810 5.45
DAX −0.002% 1.637% 0.0798 4.46
FTST100 −0.011% 1.309% −0.1045 6.54
HSI 0.014% 1.668% −0.0672 8.27
Nikkei 2255 −0.018% 1.596% −0.3210 6.95
S&P 500 −0.012% 1.340% −0.1219 8.56
STI 0.009% 1.337% −0.4905 5.51
VIX 0.020% 5.956% 0.4848 3.96
Table 1.1: Statistics of major indices from Jan-1999 to Dec-2008
Stochastic Volatility: It has been observed that the estimated volatilities change
stochastically over time. Moreover there is evidence for volatility cluster, i.e.,
there seem to be a succession of periods with high return variance and with
low return variance. From the realized volatility and implied volatility of
S&P500 index over past years, we could clearly see that there are periods
with high absolute log returns and periods with lower absolute log returns.
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SPX from Jan−2003 to Dec−2008
Figure 1.1: Historical VIX and SPX from Jan-2003 to Dec-2008
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1.1.2 Numerical Approaches
As mentioned before we can sometimes price a financial contract using analytic
formulas. For example, [7] and [8] present closed-form solutions to the problems
put forth. However, for complicated contracts and in more general settings the
analytical formulas are seldom there to help. In such cases the use of a numerical
method is not only useful but necessary. In this section we will give an introduction
to some numerical methods that are used to price financial contracts. Despite our
previous comment that for simple contracts there are analytical formulas, we will
here use a simple contract (e.g. the European call option) on one underlying stock
as an example. Having a basic understanding of this simple example will be useful
in understanding the more advanced methods studied in this thesis.
Lattice Methods
Lattice methods were introduced by [12] and mimic a discrete random walk of
the underlying stock. These methods include numerical algorithms such as bi-
/trinomial methods. We will here give an outline of how to price a European option
using a binomial tree method.The binomial model is an option pricing technique
in which the underlying asset price is assumed to follow a multiplicative binomial
process over discrete periods. For n discrete periods, a lattice with n + 1 ending
asset values is formed. Given the ending asset value at each lattice point, the value
of the option at maturity can be calculated. The price of the option is the sum of
discounted maturity values of the option, each multiplied by the probability that
the asset price reached the maturity value on the lattice, multiplied by the number
of possible ways the asset could achieve the ending value on the lattice. For a call









pj(1− p)n−j max(0, ujdn−jS −K)
]
/rn
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where p is the probability of an up jump, u is one plus the rate of return for an
up jump, d is the one plus the rate of return for a down jump, S is the underlying
asset value at the inception of the option contract, K is the strike of the option,
r is the one plus the risk free rate of interest over a single discrete period of time,
and n is the number of discrete periods in the life of the option.
The binomial model is an elegant and conceptually appealing model for valuing
options. Since Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein’s paper, a number of extension, modi-
fications, and application, convergence analysis have been put forth. [13] extends
the binomial model to price options where there are two underlying state variables.
Derivations of jump probabilities and amplitudes are detailed, as well as the ap-
plication to American options. [14] present a generalized multivariate multinomial
extension to CRR’s binomial model for pricing American options. They discuss
how dividends can be incorporated, as wells as how the control variate technique
can be used in the lattice framework.
Monte Carlo Method
The Monte Carlo method is a stochastic method that finds the option value by
approximating the expected value in Equation (1.1.4). Here we will give an intro-
ductory example of how to price a simple European call option in the Black-Scholes
model using Monte Carlo method. Then we will give examples of how the efficiency
of the method can be improved.
We model the behavior of the asset with the dynamics defined in (1.1.1) and
want to know the price of the option today at time t = 0 given that the value of
the stock today is S0. For a European call option the payoff function is h(S) =
max(ST−k, 0) where ST is the value of the stock on the expiry date. In this setting
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where the value of the Brownian motion WT is a random variable that is normally
distributed with mean 0 and variance T . Using a standard normal random variable
Z with mean 0 and variance 1, we can replace WT with
√
TZ. And ST will have







Now we need two things, an algorithm for generating the random numbers Z and a
way to compute the expected value. Generating random numbers is an important
part of the algorithm and care should be given to it. Many Z might be needed
and the speed of the number generator is very important. See e.g. the book [15]
for more information about the Monte Carlo method and number generators. The
expected value is approximated by taking the mean of N realizations of ST as given






e−rTh(ST (ω)) = CN ,
where ST (ω) is the value computed with random number Z(ω). The estimate
CN is strongly consistent which means that CN will go toward the true value with
probability 1 as N →∞. The convergence of the error of this method is O(1/√N).
For large N it is possible to provide confidence interval for the error of the estimate.
For details on this, we refer to[15].
In this simple example the option is not dependent on the entire path of the
stock which allow for the shortcut to directly compute the value ST at time T. For
many options this is not possible since the value depends on the whole trajectory of
the stock from time zero. In such a case one must approximate the trajectory with
a numerical procedure. The simplest method for doing this is the Euler scheme.
Dividing the time interval [0, T ] into interval of length ∆t we can simulate ST in
Eq (1.1.1) by
St+∆t = St + rSt∆t+ σSt
√
∆tZ,
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while Z as before. Each such trajectory will give us one value of ST and then
we can compute an approximation to the expected value in the same way as was
described earlier. The Euler scheme has strong convergence of order 1/2.
One way of improving the efficiency of the Monte Carlo method is to use some
kind of variance reduction technique. Some examples of variance reduction tech-
niques are: Control variates, Antithetic variables, Stratification and Importance
sampling. These are discussed in detail in [15] and [16]. [17] studies variance tech-
niques for pricing baskets of several underlying assets. Another way to improve
the Monte Carlo method is to use so called quasi random numbers, numbers that
are not random at all. For an introduction to such methods see e.g. [15] and
[16]. One way to create the normally distributed numbers needed is to generate
uniformly distributed numbers in [0, 1] and then use a transform to get random
numbers with normal distribution. Numbers in [0, 1] can be taken from a quasi-
random sequence. The idea with quasi-random numbers is that they will “fill”
the interval [0, 1] in a predictable way. The generated numbers are distributed in
such a way that they are prevented from being too close to each other. Examples
of quasi-random number generators with low discrepancy are the Halton-, Faure-,
Sobol-, Niederreiter-sequences.
Pricing options of American type is viable but fairly complicated using the
Monte Carlo method, at least compared to pricing European options. This is
because one must typically first solve an optimal stopping problem to find the
optimal exercise rule and then compute the expected discounted payoff using this
rule. However there are examples of Monte Carlo methods for American option in
e.g. [15] and [18].
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Numerical Integration
Many option problems have solutions which can be expressed in integral form, the
integration of which may be difficult or tedious. In these instances, rather than
being evaluated analytically, the integral can be evaluated numerically. Numeri-
cal evaluation of integrals of functions of a single variable is often referred to as
“quadrature”. There are many different quadrature rules and the most widely
known are the Gauss method and Newton-Cotes method.
Generally numerical integration methods apply simple polynomial interpola-
tion functions by sampling points between the limits of integration. In the Gauss
method, sampling points are located symmetrically with respect to the center of
the interval of integration, but the end points are not included. Thus, with the
Gauss method the spacing of sampling points is not necessarily uniform. In some
Newton-Cotes methods the end points are included and the spacing between sam-
pling points is uniform. In one dimensional case, this quadrature formula can be






where f(xi) is the value of f at a sampling point, wi is a weighting factor, xi is the
location of the sampling point, and n is the number of sampling points. Tables of
values for wi, n and the location of sampling points, Ri, for standard intervals are
included in many texts where numerical integration is a topic.
The extension to multiple dimensions is straight forward. For example, for a
two dimensional integral, sampling points will be taken in a quadrilateral area, and










where xi, yj are the location of sampling points in the quadrilateral area.
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Numerical integration has been used in several option pricing studies. For in-
stance, [19] uses numerical integration to value American put options. [20] derives
a valuation formula for American options written on futures contracts. After the
optimal exercise boundaries are established, the solution to his problem is achieved
with numerical integration. [21] price interest rate options based on a two-factor
Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model. Their initial solution is expressed as multivariate in-
tegrals. They show how to modify the problem so that univariate numerical in-
tegration can be used to achieve a solution. More recently, [22] enables us to go
beyond Black-Scholes models to the application of the latest quadrature schemes
now implemented at the likes of Deutsche Bank and Morgan Stanley.
Finite Difference Method
Let us here introduce the standard second order central difference discretization of
the Black-Scholes operator D together with a discretization of the time derivative.
Since the domain in space is unbounded we truncate it at Smax for the numerical
computations. Then we divide [0, Smax] intoM+1 equally spaced grid points Si, i =
0, 1, · · · ,M . The space-step is h = Smax/M . The first and second derivatives in
space at the point (t, Si) can be approximated with finite differences. Introducing










Vi+1(t)− 2Vi(t) + Vi−1(t)
h2
+O(h2),
where O(h2) denotes the discretization error of order 2. To solve the PDE nu-
merically we will also need boundary conditions. This is something that is very
important for the numerical solution but here will not go into any details.Let us
assume that the solution in the S−direction is nearly linear near the boundaries so
that we can extrapolate the values V0 and VM from the values next to the boundary.
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This implies that
V0 = 2V1 − V2,
VM = 2VM−1 − VM−2.
Next we transform our PDE to a system of ordinary differential equations with
the unknowns Vi, i = 0, 1, · · · ,M . Letting V = (V0, V1, · · · , VM) and ignoring the




where A is the so-called finite difference matrix illustrated below. The matrix A
will be a structured and very sparse matrix. Including the boundary condition
above and collecting the terms we find that A will be
A =

1 −2 1 0 · · · 0 0
β1 −γ1 α1 0 · · · 0 0





. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 βM−1 −γM−1 αM−1


























Dividing time in equally spaced points between 0 and T and denoting them by
tn, we can use the practical notation V
n
i = V (tn, Si) and denote a time-step by
k = tn − tn−1. Then the simplest one-step method is the explicit Euler method
V n = (I + kA)V n−1,
for advancing the solution one timestep. Alliterative one-step method is the im-
plicit Euler backward
(I − kA)V n = V n−1,
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which requires the solution of a linear sparse system of equations to find V n. The
initial condition V 0 is given by the payoff function. Many other time-discretizations






n+1 − αn+11 V n − αn+12 V n−1
)
αn+10 = (1 + 2θ
n+1)/(1 + θn+1),
αn+11 = −(1 + θn+1),
αn+12 = (θ
n+1)2/(1 + θn+1),
which is an unconditionally stable method. Note that θn+1 =
kn+1
kn
, where kn is the
time-step between tn−1 and tn.
Using finite differences for the discretization is a common method that have
been used by many authors. For an introduction to these methods we can recom-
mend [23]. It introduces the concept of finite differences for option pricing and give
the basic knowledge needed for a simple implementation of the method. For more
advanced readers we suggest [24] with more analysis of finite difference methods
in general.
1.2 Jump Diffusion Model
To price and hedge derivative securities, it is crucial to have a robust model of
probability distribution of the underlying asset. The most famous continuous-time
model is the celebrated Black-Scholes model, which uses normal distribution to fit





As we have seen in section (1.1.1), one of the main problems with the Black-
Scholes model is that the data suggests that the log returns of underlying are not
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normally distributed as required in the Black-Scholes Model. the log returns of
most financial assets do not follow a Normal law. They are skewed and have an
actual kurtosis higher than that of the normal distribution. other more flexible
distributions are needed. Moreover, not only do we need a more flexible static
distribution, but also in order to model the behavior through time we need more
flexible stochastic processes, which generalize Brownian motion.
Looking at the definition of Brownian motion, we would like to have a similar,
i.e., with independent and stationary increments, process, based on a more general
distribution than the Normal distribution. However, in order to define such a
stochastic process with independent and stationary increments, the distribution
has to be infinitely divisible. such processes are called Le´vy processes, in honor of
Paul Le´vy , the pioneer of the theory.
To be useful in finance, the infinitely divisible distribution needs to be able
to represent skewness and excess kurtosis. In the late 1980s and in the 1990s,
models having these characteristics were proposed for modeling financial data.
The underlying normal distribution was replaced by a more sophisticated infinitely
divisible one.
Examples of such distributions, which take into account skewness and excess
kurtosis, are the Variance Gamma(VG), the Normal Inverse Gaussian(NIG), the
CGMY(named after Carr, Geman, Madan and Yor), the Generalized Hyperbolic
Model and the Meixner distributions. Madan and Seneta(1987,1990) have proposed
a Le´vy process with VG distributed increments.
1.2.1 Assets with Jumps
When the buyer exchanges stock with the seller, it causes jumps in the stock price.
Black-Scholes formula assumes all price moves are small, at least from day to day.
But prices sometimes jump. They jump up on takeover announcements. They
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jump down on earnings disappointments. They sometimes jump for reasons we
don’t understand, for example, in October 1987 and 1989. They sometimes plunge
for loss of confidence during subprime crisis starting from 2007. A jump is like a
higher volatility for a short time. The chance of a jump has more effect on short-
term options than on long-term options. It has more effect on options when the
stock price is far from the strike price than when the stock price is near the strike
price.
Practitioners and academics alike agree that deviations from the Black-Scholes
paradigm are ubiquitously observed in the equity, fixed income, foreign exchange,
credit and commodity markets, and result in strike-dependent volatility structures
(smile or smirk). Various models have been proposed to explain this phenomenon.
While many models incorporate the static and/or stochastic feature of the volatility
dynamics, very few of them take into account jumps in the underlying or, more
generally, use Le´vy rather than Wiener processes as stochastic drivers for the asset
prices. This is particularly true for exotic options.
Jump diffusion models undoubtedly capture a real phenomenon that is missing
from the Black-Scholes model. And they are increasingly being used in practice.
However there are still three main problems with this model: difficulty in parameter
estimation, solution, and impossibility of perfect hedging.
1.2.2 2-Dimensional Jump Diffusion Model
[25] is the first to price European-style options on asset driven by jump diffusions
with lognormally distributed Poissonian jumps. [26] complements his work and
considers the case of jumps distributed according to the log-double-exponential
las. Merton’s work is extended by several researchers who showed how to price
European-style options on asset driven by Le´vy process. In particular [27] and
many others consider Variance Gamma model and more general drivers. We refer
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to [28]) for a general review.
For options on baskets, there is no known analytical solution ([29]). Therefore,
this option has to be priced with a numerical device or an approximation ([30],
[31], [32]). The basic idea of these approximations is to combine the volatilities
of the underlying and their correlations to a single volatility of the basket. This
basket is then treated as a single underlying. Using this approach, the problem
of pricing an option on a basket is reduced to price an option on a single equity.
Accordingly, the model for pricing options with exotic features can also be applied
to options on baskets. Precise error estimates are generally not provided. Here,
however we price options on multi-asset option using a multidimensional setting.
Following the no-arbitrage approach in the derivation of Black-Scholes-Merton
model, we consider multi-asset option on risky assets with jump diffusion processes dSi(t) = Si(t){µi(t)dt+ σi(t)dWi + (Ji − 1)dqi}, t ∈ [0, T ],Si(0) = si > 0, (1.2.1)
together with a riskless bond whose value B(t) satisfies
dB(t) = r(t)B(t)dt,
where µi(t) > 0 is the drift rate, r(t) is the interest rate, (W1,W2) is a 2-dimensional
correlated Brownian motion with ρ
EQ[dW1dW2] = ρdt.
and the Poisson process dqi is defined by
dqi =
 0 with probability 1− λidt,1 with probability λidt,
the parameter λi is the mean arrival time of the Poisson process. And the jump
size Ji follows normal distribution with mean mi and standard deviation γi. Here
we assume the jump size are uncorrelated.
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We assume that the assets and the bond can be bought and sold without
restriction. The bond represents the asset with risk-free return. An assumption of
no arbitrage then states that any portfolio with a riskless return must satisfy the
same equation as B(t), i.e., it must provide the same rate of return.
We wish to determine the value V (t) at time t of a European-style contract
which guarantees a payoff at time T . We use the notation V (t) to denote what
happens to V (S1, S2, t) along the surface (S1(t), S2(t), t) as time proceeds. In order
to do this we construct a portfolio Π consisting of one unit of V and some amount
(−∆1,−∆2) of the underlying assets. Thus
Π(t) = V (t)−∆1S1(t)−∆2S2(t).
At each point in time we will adjust the value of ∆: our aim will be to reduce the
uncertainty (risk) in our portfolio Π. It turns out that it will be possible under
our idealized assumptions to eliminate the risk entirely. Let us consider the SDE
satisfied by Π(t):
dΠ(t) = dV (t)−∆1dS1(t)−∆2dS2(t).
We need to cope with the term dV (t), which describes a path through the sup-
surface V (S1, S2, t) corresponding to the surface (S1(t), S2(t), t). As t changes, so
does (S1(t), S2(t)), and so there are three sources of change in V : one from changes
in t which will contribute a term ∂V
∂t
dt and two others from changes in (S1(t), S2(t)).








































V (S1, J2S2)− V (S1, S2)− ∂V∂S2 (J2 − 1)S2
)
dq2.


































































































The no-arbitrage argument 1 tells us that
EQ[dΠ(t)] = r(t)Π(t)dt.
1If the jumps risk is non-systematic, the jump component affect the equilibrium option price.
Further, see [25].


























































Thus we have the following pricing equation,
− ∂V
∂t










































This is a partial integro-differential equation (PIDE). We note that the classical
Black-Scholes partial differential equation for pricing European multi-asset options
is a special case when λ1 = 0 and λ2 = 0.
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1.3 Finite Element Method
The basic idea of the finite difference method is to approximate the derivatives in
the partial differential equation by finite differences. In the case of higher dimen-
sions, especially when including mixed derivatives, a more general formulation is
preferred and known under the name of finite volume method. The essential idea
is to use an integral formulation, integrating the equation over a mesh region and
applying Gauss’s theorem before carrying out the discretization. And the finite
volume method itself can be treated as a variant of the finite element method,
whose starting point is generally considered by Courant (1943). In 1965 it was re-
alized that finite element(FE) could be employed to all field problems, which could
be formulated as variational problems. From then on FE conquered many other
fields of natural science and engineering. In parallel, the mathematical founda-
tions were developed including proofs for error bounds, convergence, and stability.
Nowadays, there are finite element approaches for virtually any mathematical or
physical problems that can be described with differential, integro-differential and
variational equations.
In the late 1990s the first application of FEs to option pricing problems were
delivered by [33]. The paper does not directly solve the Black-Scholes PDE but a
transformation of the original one. Thus the applicability to real-world problems
is somewhat reduced since discrete dividends, discrete fixing and so on, can not
usually be integrated into the transformed pricing equation. In the following years,
several papers were published using FE for various pricing problems: convertibles
([34], [35]) and various exotic options ([36], [37]). A more general study about
application of finite element to option pricing is detailed in [38] and [39].
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where L[·] is defined as the right hand side of (1.1.7), (1.2.2), i.e.,
L[·] = D[V ]− rV,
or
L[·] = D[V ] + J [V ]− rV.
Following the engineering terminology we call such problems dynamic in contrast
to problems such as L[u] − f = 0 which is labeled static. Most pricing problems
are dynamic with exception of some perpetual options, which can be priced using
static models. We follow the common practice to discretize the spatial variables
with FEM and time(to maturity) with FDM.








= L[un+ 12 ]
The top indices n and n+1 are used for the values at different time levels, where the
values at time level n are known and the values at time level n + 1 are unknown.
For ease of readability, we will use the fully implicit time- discretization in the
following.







where (·, ·) is the inner product in a function space U defined on Ω.
Under the assumption that we are looking for a function v in a function space
U we can write the weak form of the already implicit time-discretised problem as:
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For the concrete form of operator L, we could apply Divergence theorem in
operator D leading us to an explicit variational formulation. The details will be
discussed in the following chapters.
Consider a triangulation of the domain Ω into non-overlapping sub-domains
Ωi, i = 1, 2, ..., K. and Uh ⊂ U a finite element space that consist of piecewise
polynomials. Replacing the trial and test space U by this finite dimensional space
Uh and approximating the function V by a linear combination of basis functions of
the trial space lead to the finite dimensional problem. This would be the standard
finite element approach disregarding possible difficulties caused by dominating con-
vection. Up to now the special type of the equation is not taken into account. A
rather elegant way to introduce upwind techniques to this scheme is used in the
method of streamline diffusion.
The fundamental idea of the method of streamline diffusion is to add extra
diffusion in the direction of the streamline. From the technical point of view this is
realized by replacing the test function v with a test function of the form v+δiwOv,
where δi is called SD-parameter and w denotes the velocity of the PDE, for example
in (1.1.7), the velocity is
w =
(
r − (σ21 + ρσ1σ2/2)S1, r − (σ22 + ρσ1σ2/2)S2)
)
The SD-parameter δi depends on the size of the finite elements and on the
convection-diffusion ratio, so it will be chosen higher in convection dominated and
smaller in regions where diffusion dominates.
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Assume φi are the basis functions for the finite dimensional space Uh and the





where φi could be updated with time t due to adaptive mesh construction. Due to
















































So that the FE solution is reduced to solving a system of linear equations given by
Muˆn+1 = f
Although the size of the computational domain is, in principle, unbounded, we
have to do our calculations on a bounded domain. It is always difficult to find
appropriate and realistic boundary conditions for each structured financial instru-
ment considered. We choose the size of the computational domain in a way such
that the information of the prescribed boundary condition does not get through
to the center, during the considered time interval. The center of the domain is de-
termined by the current spot prices. So the choice of boundary conditions, which
have to be set for solving the partial differential equation, has no influence on the
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solution. This may be interpreted in such a way that the probability of very high
or low spot prices is very small.
Chapter2
Preliminary
In this chapter we give the theoretical background of Le´vy process and its
Le´vy-Khintchine representation. Itoˆ’s Lemma for Le´vy Process is also introduced
in appendix (B) for option pricing fundamentals. At the same time, we include
notations for some function spaces and some general inequalities for finite element
error estimates.
2.1 Le´vy Process
Definition 1. A stochastic process {Xt, t ≥ 0} defined on a probability space
{Ω,F ,P} is a d-dimensional Le´vy process if the following conditions are satisfied:
• X0 = 0 a.s.
• Xt has independent and stationary increment, i.e., if for each n ∈ N and each
0 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ ... < tn+1 <∞ and random variables {Xtj+1 −Xtj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
are independent and each Xtj+1 −Xtj d=Xtj+1−tj −X0.
• Xt is stochastically continuous, i.e., for all a > 0 and for all s ≥ 0
lim
t→s
P{|Xt −Xs| > a} = 0
27
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• Xt has a ca`dla`g modification, i.e., there is Ω0 ∈ F with P(Ω0) = 1 such that,
for every ω ∈ Ω0, Xt(ω) is right-continuous in t ≥ 0 and has left limits in
t > 0.




P{|Xt| > a} = 0
for all a > 0. Dropping the last condition, we call any process satisfying the first
four conditions a Le´vy process in law.
There is an intimate link between the infinite divisible distributions and the
Le´vy processes in law.
Theorem 2.1. If X is a Le´vy process, then Xt is a infinitely divisible for each
t > 0.
The converse is also true for every infinitely divisible distribution µ there ex-
ists Le´vy process in law X(t), such that the distribution of X(1) is equal to µ.
Therefore using Le´vy-Khintchine representation of the characteristic function of
infinitely divisible distribution we can get the following properties for the charac-
teristic function of a d-dimensional Le´vy process Xt.
Theorem 2.2. If {Xt, t ≥ 0} is a Le´vy process, then the characteristic function of
Xt satisfies
φXt(θ) = E[e
iθ′Xt ] = etη(θ)
for each θ ∈ Rd, t ≥ 0, where η is the Le´vy symbol of X1.
Theorem 2.3. If {Xt, t ≥ 0} is stochastically continuous, then the map t→ φXt(θ)
is continuous for each θ ∈ Rd.
It is possible to characterize all Le´vy processes by looking at their character-
istic function. This leads to the Le´vy-Khintchine representation. If Xt is a one
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where Σ is symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, γ ∈ Rd and 1{.} is the indicator
function. The measure ν, called the Le´vy measure,satisfies




2.2 Examples of Le´vy Process
A Le´vy process can be seen as comprising of three components: a drift, a diffu-
sion component and a jump component. These three components, and thus the
Le´vy-Khintchine representation of the process, are fully determined by the Le´vy-
Khintchine triplet (γ,Σ, ν). So one can see that a purely continuous Le´vy process
is a Brownian motion with drift.
Two specific cases of the Le´vy process are:
1. ν = 0. In this case the process reduces to Brownian motion and therefore
has a continuous version.
2. Σ = 0. In this case the process is pure jump.
Every other Le´vy process is a combination of these two. The continuous part of
every Le´vy process is the Browninan motion, which has unbounded variation and
quadratic variation proportional to time. The pure jump part of every Le´vy pro-
cess is of finite activity when ν(R\{0}) < ∞, and it is of infinite activity when
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ν(R\{0}) =∞. Further, the set of infinitely active pure jump processes can be sub-
divided into those with finite variation or infinite variation. For a pure jump process
to be of finite variation it is necessary and sufficient that
∫
|y|≤1 |y|ν(dy) ≤ ∞.
Within this framework, the classical purely diffusive(BSM) model is recovered
by setting the Le´vy density to zero. Furthermore, jump-diffusion models, in which
the log-stock price contains a diffusive component together with jumps occurring
at Poisson times, are recovered by setting ν(dJ) = λp(J)dJ where λ is the activity
rate of the Poisson process and p(J) is the probability density of the jumps. In this
case, the process Xt can be written in terms of a standard Brownian motion Wt, a
Poisson process Nt with activity rate λ, and i.i.d random variables Yi, representing
the jumps at Poisson time ti, as follows: Xt = γt + σWt +
∑Nt
n=1 Yn. Two widely
used jump-diffusion models are the log-normal jump model due to [25] and the
double exponential model due to [40].
Kou’s model assumes that Xt jumps are double exponentially distributed, with
positive jumps (with probability p) of mean size ζ+ and negative jumps (with
probability 1− p) of mean size ζ−.
The characteristic exponents and Le´vy densities for these models are provided
in Table 2.2). These jump-diffusion model are popular not only because they
perform well when calibrating to option prices, but also because they admit semi-
implicit closed form solutions. One form involves an infinite summation of BSM
like prices (which can be safely truncated to a small number of terms), while the
other form involves an inverse Fourier transformation. More recently, pure jump
models have become very popular across a number of markets including equity,
interest rate and commodity markets. These models have been found to better
fit implied volatility smiles than jump-diffusion models and are widely used in
industry. [41] carry out numerous statistical tests which demonstrate that models
with infinitesimal jumps outperform jump-diffusion models. Within this class, the
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jumps themselves occur infinitely often with most jumps being of infinitesimal size.
Several breeds of pure jump models have been suggested in the literature and each
has its own merits and drawbacks. Three very popular models are the Variance-
Gamma (VG) models of [27] and [28], the CGMY extension of the VG model
developed by [42], and the normal inverse Gaussian (NIG) model popularized by
Barndorff-Nielson.
The various Le´vy densities and characteristic functions are provided in (2.2).
















and Kp(z) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
2.3 Some Inequalities
For scalar functions we use Lp(Ω) to denote the space of functions which are p-th








If the domain Ω is fixed, we simply denote Lp(Ω) as Lp. For p = 2 we define the
inner product (·, ·) in L2 by (u, v) = ∫
Ω
uvdx and let ||·|| = ||·||L2 .
Here we list some widely used inequalities, which could be found in many
analysis textbooks, for example [43].
Ho¨lder inequality






= 1 with p, q, r > 1, we have∫
Ω
|fgh| ≤ C ||f ||Lp ||g||Lq ||h||Lr .
Young inequality
Let f be a real-valued,continuous, and strictly increasing function on [0, c] with
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where f−1 is the inverse function of f . Equality holds iff b = f(a).














More generally Young’s inequality with  is given as follows
ab ≤ ap + cbq.




= 1,  > 0, c is a constant which only depends on
.
Gro¨nwall’s inequality in differential form
Let I denote an interval of the real line of the form [t0,∞) or [t0, t1] or [t0, t1)
with t0 < t1. Let β and u be real-valued continuous functions defined on I. If u
is differentiable in the interior I◦ of I (the interval I without the end points a and
possibly b) and satisfies the differential inequality
u′(t) ≤ α(t) + β(t)u(t), t ∈ I◦,













Gro¨nwall’s inequality in integral form
Let I denote an interval of the real line of the form [t0,∞) or [t0, t1] or [t0, t1)
with t0 < t1. Let α, β and u be real-valued functions defined on I. Assume that β
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and u are continuous and that the negative part of α is integrable on every closed
and bounded subinterval of I.
• (a) If β is non-negative and if u satisfies the integral inequality
u(t) ≤ α(t) +
∫ t
t0
β(s)u(s) ds, t ∈ I,
then








ds, t ∈ I.
• (b) If, in addition, the function α is constant, then





, t ∈ I.
Gro¨nwall’s inequality in discrete form
Let un, αn, βn, γn be non-negative sequences satisfying:
un − un−1
∆t




















Let V be a Hilbert space and a(·, ·) a bilinear form on V , which is
1. bounded: |a(u, v)| ≤ C ||u|| ||v|| and
2. coercive: a(u, u) ≥ c ||u||2 .
Then for any f ∈ V ′, there exists a unique u ∈ V to the equation
a(u, v) = f(v)
and it holds
||u|| ≤ ||f ||V ′ .
Chapter3
PIDE for Pricing Multi-Asset Option
From financial analyst’s point of view, the flexibility of the Le´vy process Xt allows
us to calibrate the model to market prices of options and reproduce various of
implied volatility smiles. Although option pricing with exponential Le´vy models
are discussed in many literatures such as [44, 45, 46], they are mainly confined
to the vanilla option pricing methodology and options with one underlying asset.
Actually these approaches can not satisfy the need of highly developed and diversi-
fied financial market. Under no-arbitrage argument, option prices such as rainbow
option, basket option can be expressed as solutions of partial integro-differential
equations(PIDE) in two dimension or higher. PIDEs of this type involve a second
order differential operator and a possible degenerate integral operator, which needs
special treatment in computational level.
In general, the valuation of a contingent claim under BSM framework requires
solving a partial differential equation mathematically. Interested readers can find
detailed treatments of this material in texts such as [47, 48]. However to determine
the value of multi-asset options under exponential Le´vy models leads to solve a
PIDE, which is first proposed by [49], [50]. [51] proposed an explicit numerical
35
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method based on multinomial trees. A finite difference scheme to PIDE was pre-
sented by [52] in Merton’s jump-diffusion model. Also some regularity properties
of price functions and convergence and stability of the scheme were given. More
recently [53, 54] proposed Crank-Nicolson discretization and a penalty method cor-
responding the PIDE for pricing American option. However such methods have
time-step limitations due to stability considerations, and are generally only first
order accuracy.
The aim of this chapter is to derive PIDE for pricing multi-asset options, which
serves to hedge against the risk exposure of two risky assets. By means of infinitesi-
mal generator of Le´vy process in two dimension, we obtain the pricing equation. At
the same time, we prove the option value is the solution of the given PIDE via mar-
tingale methods. In section 1 we introduce the details of exponential Le´vy model
for the underlings. The pricing equation for plain vanilla put option is derived
in the second section. In section 3 the boundary condition and initial condition
associated with the PIDE is given. Meanwhile the smoothed version of boundary
condition and initial condition is constructed to be used in finite element approach.
The error estimate of the solution between the smoothed conditions and original
condition is obtained via maximum principle.
3.1 Exponential Le´vy Model
In Le´vy markets, log returns of the risky assets are modeled as a Le´vy process
under a probability space (Ω,F ,Q) equipped with a filtration Ft. Since there
exists a martingale measure equivalent to Q by the hypothesis of no arbitrage, we
can assume without loss of generality that Q is already a martingale measure. Let
{S1(t), S2(t)}t∈[0,T ] be the spot price of underlying involved in multi-asset option,
whose expiry time is T . Then the underlying dynamics of the two risky assets
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 , t ∈ [0, T ], (3.1.1)
where r is risk-free interest rate, X(t) = (X1(t), X2(t))
′ is a Le´vy process on R2
with its characteristic triplet (Σ,Γ, ν) and Si(0) = si, Xi(0) = 0, i = 1, 2.















′x − 1− iθ′x · 1{|x|≤1}
)










, ν is a measure on R2, which satisfies:
ν({0}) = 0 and
∫
R2
min(1, |x|2)ν(dx) <∞, (3.1.2)
In option pricing literature, Σ, Γ stand for covariance matrix and excess return
of stocks S1, S2, respectively. and ν(dx) is a Le´vy measure to describe the jump ac-
tivity of stocks. Different exponential Le´vy models are in according with different
choices of their characteristic triplet (Σ,Γ, ν). Since Le´vy process Xt is a Markov
process, then from its Le´vy -Khinchine representation we get its infinitesimal gen-
erator:
LX [f(x)] , lim
t→0




































ν(dy), ∀f ∈ D(L).
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= e−rt · (S1(t), S2(t))′ are square integrable martingales










ey − 1− y · 1{|y|≤1}(y)
)
νi(dy), i = 1, 2.
(3.1.4)
Assume the above conditions on triplet hold true in the sequel, then the in-
finitesimal generator LX can be rewritten as:













































and ν1(dy), ν2(dy) are the Le´vy measures to describe the activity of jumps of size
y in S1 and S2 respectively.
Remark. Since we assume that the jump components in S1 and S2 are indepen-
dent, we have ν(dy1 × dy2) = ν1(dy1)× ν2(dy2).




1These two properties can be derived like the following: applying f(x) = exi , i = 1, 2, to








ey − 1 − y · 1{|y|≤1}(y)
)
νi(dy) = 0, i = 1, 2. Thus the above conditions imposed on
(Σ,Γ, ν) are derived





















where J˜Xi(dt·dx), i = 1, 2 is the compensated measure for capturing jumps of Xi(t).
By stationarity of Le´vy processes, the compensator of the measure J˜Xi(dt · dx) has
the form νi(dxi)× dt, with dt being the Lebesgue measure.
Once the infinitesimal generator for Xt is derived, the generator for St in its













































3.2 Derivation of Pricing Equation
By means of the infinitesimal generator of prices of underlying assets involving in
multi-asset options, a partial integro-differential equation (PIDE) for pricing multi-
asset options can be derived by Markov property and variable transformation.
As we know the value of multi-asset option at time t with strike price K and
maturity T is defined as a conditional expectation of its discount terminal payoff
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H(S1(T ), S2(T )) under martingale measure Q, i.e.,
V (t, S1, S2) = E
Q [e−r(T−t)H(S1(T ), S2(T ))|Ft] ,
where H(S1, S2) can be the payoff of some rainbow options (see table (3.1)).
Option Type Payoff H(S1, S2)
Basket Call max ((w1S1 + w2S2)−K, 0)
Basket Put max (K − (w1S1 + w2S2), 0)
Spread Put max (K − (S1 − S2), 0)
Worse of 2 Assets max (min(S1, S2), 0)
Minimum of 2 Assets max (K −min(S1, S2), 0)
Table 3.1: Payoff functions for some multi-asset options
From efficient market hypothesis(EMH), the value of option is only dependent
on the current stock price S1(t), S2(t). Therefore the basket option value at time t
is:
V (t, S1, S2) = E








where τ , T − t.
From above (3.2.1), we can easily identify some properties for the general pricing
function V (t, S1, S2):
Proposition 3.1. If payoff function H(S1, S2) : R+ × R+ → R+ is Lipschitz
continuous with respect to S1, S2, i.e., ∀x ∈ R, ∃ c1, c2 > 0, s.t.
|H(S1, S2)−H(S1ex, S2)| ≤ c1S1|ex − 1|,
|H(S1, S2)−H(S1, S2ex)| ≤ c2S2|ex − 1|,
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then option value V (t, S1, S2) defined by (3.2.1) is also Lipschitz continuous with
respect to S1, S2. Furthermore,
∂V
∂Si
∈ L∞(R+ × R+).
Proof. From the definition of V (t, S1, S2), we know
|V (t, S1ex, S2)− V (t, S1, S2)| ≤ e−rτEQ
[∣∣H(S1ex+rτ+X1(τ), S2)−H(S1erτ+X1(τ), S2)∣∣]
≤ c1S1|ex − 1| · EQ[eX1(τ)]. (3.2.2)









1. Substituting this into (3.2.2), we get
|V (t, S1ex, S2)− V (t, S1, S2)| ≤ c1S1|ex − 1|.
Similarly, we have:
|V (t, S1, S2ex)− V (t, S1, S2)| ≤ c2S2|ex − 1|.
Thus V (t, S1, S2) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to S1, S2.
Obviously payoff function of any European-style options is always Lipschitz
continuous.
Define variable xi , lnSi + rτ , i = 1, 2 and functions: h(x) , H(ex1 , ex2) and
u(τ, x) , er(T−t)V (t, S1, S2), then we have:
u(τ, x) = EQ [h (x1 +X1(τ), x2 +X2(τ))] . (3.2.3)
If h(x) ∈ D(L), then it can be applied in formula (3.1.3) of generator LX. Differ-
entiating both sides of (3.2.3) w.r.t. τ , an integro-differential equation is obtained
as follows:  ∂u∂τ (τ, x) = LX [u(τ, x)] on (0, T ]× R2,u(0, x) = h(x), x ∈ R2. (3.2.4)
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Furthermore, if u(τ, x) is smooth enough then by means of variable transfor-
mation, a similar equation for V (t, S1, S2) is derived as following:
∂V
∂t
(t, S1, S2) + LSV (t, S1, S2)− rV (t, S1, S2) = 0, on [0, T )× R+ × R+,
V (t, S1, S2) = H(S1, S2), (S1, S2) ∈ R+ × R+.
Although the above PIDEs are very similar to canonical Black-Scholes equation
for pricing European option, there are several differences between these two kind
of equations are:
• The above PIDEs include an integral part, which is to capture the jump
behavior of underlying stocks.
• PIDEs are derived under the assumption of u(x) is smooth. So the solution
to these PIDEs can not be such a classic solution as Black-Scholes equation.
• Some conditions related to Le´vy measure ν to get uniqueness and existence
of the solution.
Proposition 3.2. Consider exponential Le´vy model (3.1.1), where Xt satisfies
martingale condition (3.1.4). If Σ is positive definite, or





|x|2νi(dx) > 0, i = 1, 2.
then for basket option with payoff H (S1(T ), S2(T )), its value V (t, S1, S2) at time t
is continuous on [0, T ]×R+ ×R+, its first order derivative in t, S1, S2 and second
order derivative in S1, S2 are continuous on [0, T ]×R+×R+. And it also satisfies








































V (t, S1, S2e
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Proof. Following [55] for 1D case, we could prove it similarly. From the general
definition of option pricing formula (3.2.1), we know
Vˆ (t, S1, S2) , er(T−t)V (t, S1(t), S2(t))
= EQ [H(S1(T ), S2(T ))|S1(t) = S1, S2(t) = S2]
is a martingale.










V (t, S1(t−), S2(t−)).
Applying Itoˆ’s lemma to Vˆ (t, S1, S2) and combining the risk-neutral dynamics
(3.1.5) for S(t), It can be obtained that:
















)− V (t, S1(t−), S2(t))










)− V (t, S1(t), S2(t−))





















V (t, S1(t−)ex, S2(t))− V (t, S1(t−), S2(t))












)− V (t, S1(t), S2(t−))
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and





ξ1(t, x)J˜X1(dt · dx) +
∫
R
ξ2(t, x)J˜X2(dt · dx),
and
ξ1(t, x) = V
(
t, S1(t−)ex, S2(t)
)− V (t, S1(t−), S2(t)),
ξ2(t, x) = V
(
t, S1(t), S2(t−)ex
)− V (t, S1(t), S2(t−)),
∆Xi(t) = Xi(t)−Xi(t−), i = 1, 2
If Mt is a square integrable martingale, we know that At =
∫ t
0
dV˜ (u, S1(u), S2(u))−∫ t
0
dMu is also a square integrable continuous martingale. However {At}t∈[0,T ] has
a bounded variation, then At = A0, a.s. Note that we assume there is no jumps in
stock prices at t = 0. It means that option prices will satisfies 2D Black-Scholes
equation, which is same as the non-integral term of At. And also the integral term
in At will vanish when no jumps in S1, S2. Thus At = A0 = 0, which leads to the
PIDE (3.2.5).
In the sequel we need to check Mt is a square integrable martingale. From
Proposition (3.1), function ξi(t, x) satisfies:
|ξi(t, x)|2 ≤ c2iS2i (t−)(ex − 1)2, i = 1, 2.
























(e2x + 1)νi(dx) <∞.
Therefore the compensated Poisson integral term in Mt :
∫
R ξi(t, x)J˜Xi(dt · dx) is a
square integrable martingale.
Also since V is Lipschitz, ∂V
∂Si
∈ L∞ and
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∂V∂Si ∣∣∣∣∣∣L∞ ≤ c. Using Itoˆ’s isometry for
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2dW (t) is a (square integrable) martingale too.
Finally we get Mt is a square integrable martingale.
As to the V 1,2,2 continuity of V (t, S1, S2) on [0, T ]×R+×R+, it can be similarly
obtained by [55] for 1D case.
From above proof, we impose a condition to νi(dx) :
∫
R(e
2x + 1)νi(dx) < ∞,
which means the jump behavior is finite activity, i.e. νi(R) = λi < ∞. So this
condition confines a variety of exponential Le´vy models to finite activity jump-
diffusion processes.
The first example of such process is proposed by [25], he assumed that νi(dx)
is the density function of normal distribution, i.e., νi(dx) = λie
xpi(e
x)dx, where









, i = 1, 2.
Another popular jump-diffusion with finite activity is CGMY model proposed by
[42], which is generalized from the infinite activity jump-diffusion: VG process
proposed by [56]. For their explicit characteristic functions, we refer to [44].
2From the positive definiteness of Σ, we know for any vector x, there exists c > 0, s.t.xTΣx ≤
c ||x||22 .
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3.3 Boundary Conditions
If we do the following transformation and substitution for (3.2.5):
xi = lnSi,
νi(dy) = ki(y)dy, i = 1, 2,





u(τ, x) , erτV (T − τ, ex1 , ex2) = er(T−t)V (t, S1, S2),
(3.3.1)



































then we reformulate (3.2.5) into a matrix form of PIDE for pricing basket option:
∂u
∂τ
(τ, x) = D[u] + J [u] (3.3.3)
satisfying initial condition:
u(0, x) = h(x), x ∈ R2, (3.3.4)
where
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and κ = (κi,j)2×2 = 12Σ, α = (α1, α2)
T = (r − 1
2
σ21, r − 12σ22)′, ∇u = ( ∂u∂x1 , ∂u∂x2 )′.
Our task now is to see how to deduce the sup-surface u(τ, x1, x2) from the
equation. For this task, we need some more information. One piece of information
we will need is the initial condition, and in this case it is just (3.3.4). However
To ensure that we are able to find out u(τ, x), boundary conditions are needed,
i.e., some information about what happens to the sup-surface u as x1 → ±∞,
x2 → ±∞. we assume u(t, x1, x2)→ a “linear” function of ex1 and ex2 as x1 → ±∞
or x2 → ±∞, where there do not exist jumps at the boundary.
If we look for a function of the form
g(τ, x1, x2) = c1(τ)e
x1 + c2(τ)e
x2 + c3(τ) > 0.
and substitute it into the equation (3.3.3), we find that
c′1e
x1 + c′2e
x2 + c′3 = rc1e
x1 + rc2e
x2 .
If we equate powers of ex1 , e
x2 , we get the two equations
c′1 = rc1, c
′
2 = rc2 and c
′
3 = 0.
Then c1(τ) = e
rτc1(0), c2(τ) = e
rτc2(0), and c3 is constant.
For a European basket put with payoff max(K − (w1S1 + w2S2), 0), we have
c1(0) = −w1, c2(0) = −w2 and c3(0) = K, thus
g(τ, x1, x2) =
(
K − w1ex1+rτ − w2ex2+rτ
)+
. (3.3.5)
and u(τ, x1, x2)→ g(τ, x1, x2) as x1 → ±∞ or x2 → ±∞.
For a call option, a similar boundary condition based on its initial condition
can be observed as follows:
h(x) =
 (K − w1ex1 − w2ex2)+, (x) ∈ Ω for puts,(w1ex1 + w2ex2 −K)+, (x) ∈ Ω for calls.
g(τ, x) =
 (K − w1ex1+rτ − w2ex2+rτ )+, (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂Ω for puts,(w1ex1+rτ + w2ex2+rτ −K)+, (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂Ω for calls.
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where Ω = R2, ∂Ω = {(x) ∈ R2|x1 → ±∞ or x2 → ±∞}. From the specification
of initial condition and boundary condition, we know g(0, x) = h(x), which will be
used to remove the inhomogeneous initial condition.
Collecting together PIDE (3.3.3), initial condition (3.3.4) at τ = 0 and bound-
ary condition (3.3.5) at x1 → ±∞, x2 → ±∞, we derive a complete pricing
framework for basket put option under jump-diffusion model. Thus we need to
numerically solve the following 2D Dirichlet problem.
∂u
∂τ
(τ, x) = D[u](τ, x) + J [u](τ, x),
u(0, x) = h(x), x ∈ Ω,
u(τ, x) = g(τ, x), (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂Ω.
(3.3.6)
From integro-differential operator J [·](τ, x) is defined only for function ϕ with
x in the whole space R2 and τ in [0, T ]. However we need to consider equations on
an either bounded or unbounded region Ω of IR2, with either Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions, even with oblique boundary conditions. Thus localize the
operator Ω, e.g., by extending ϕ outside of Ω. If we are working with homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, then it is natural to use the zero extension, i.e.,
ϕ˜(τ, x) =

ϕ(τ, x), if x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ]
0, otherwise
(3.3.7)
Assuming ϕ smooth in Ω × [0, T ], we could have only a global Lipschitz contin-
uous zero extension ϕ˜ because of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition.
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However, we may need ∇2ϕ˜ in order to use the following expression in J [ϕ].































[y∇2u(τ, x1, x2 + θy)]k2(y)dy
We could also use another extension, say a smooth extension to R2 × [0, T ].First
of all, we will do smoothness for initial condition and boundary conditions. Since
g(τ, x) will be involved in the right hand side of the variational formulation in later
chapter, we need to transform g(τ, x) to a smooth function g˜(τ, x) ∈ C1,2(Ω). In




(τ, x) = D[u](τ, x) + J [u](τ, x),
u(0, x1, x2) = h˜(x), x ∈ Ω,
u(τ, x1, x2) = g˜(τ, x), (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂Ω.
(3.3.8)
where h˜(x) , g˜(0, x).
To construct g˜, define parallel curves C,C−δ , C
+
δ and domain Ωδ as follows:
C =
{
x ∈ Ω| K − ex1+rτ − ex2+rτ = 0} ,
C−δ = {x ∈ Ω is below C | dist(x,C) = δ,∀ δ > 0} ,
C+δ = {x ∈ Ω is above C | dist(x,C) = δ,∀ δ > 0} ,
Ωδ = {x ∈ Ω | dist(x,C) ≤ δ, ∀ δ > 0} .
For any x ∈ Ωδ\C, we can find a point xo = (xo1, xo2) ∈ C to make the segment
between these two points perpendicular to the tangent direction ~t of C at xo. In
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Now we can redefine g in Ωδ along the normal direction ~n and tangent direction ~t
at each point xo ∈ C,
g˜(τ, x) =

K − exo1+rτ − exo2+rτ , if n < −δ
p(n), if − δ ≤ n ≤ δ
0, if n > δ.
(3.3.9)
where n = sgn(x1 − xo1) · dist(x,C) = sgn(x1 − xo1) ·
√
(x1 − xo1)2 + (x2 − xo2)2.












are corresponding to xo± δ ·~n in original coordinate. If we construct a polynomial
p(n) along the normal direction ~n satisfying
p(δ) = 0, p′(δ) = 0, p′′(δ) = 0,




then it is explicit to show that
p(n) = (n− δ)3 (a+ b(n+ δ) + c(n+ δ)2) ,
where
a = − 1
8δ3
g|n=−δ,
























It is easy to verify that p(n) is monotonically decreasing along the normal direction
~n of every point in curve C, g˜(τ, x) ∈ C1,2([0, T ],Ω). And we have the following
proposition
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Proposition 3.3. For any fixed τ ∈ [0, T ],
|g˜ − g| ≤Mδ2,
where M is a generic constant independent of δ. Furthermore,





Figure 3.1: Smoothing for nonsmooth payoff function max(K − (ex1 + ex2), 0)
At time τ = 0, we could see the above smoothing technique in figure (3.1).
We could directly apply the similar smoothing technique to the original payoff
function H(S) = max(K − (S1 + S2), 0), which is shown in figure (3.2) and Its
cut-off figure is shown in (3.3). Other smoothing techniques including averaging
boundary condition and projecting boundary conditions, which are included in
Section (7.2)
In order to state the maximum principle for integro-differential operator, we
denote
A[u] = ∂tu−D[u]− J [u]
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Figure 3.2: Smoothing for nonsmooth payoff function max(K − (S1 + S2), 0)
Figure 3.3: Cutoff view for smoothed payoff function Hˆ(S)
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We first refer to the following maximum principle in Theorem (3.9) from ([57]).
Theorem 3.4. Let Ω be a bounded domain. Suppose that u(x, t) is the classical
solution of the problem A[u] = f on Ω×[0, T ], u(0, x) = h(x) in Ω, u(τ, x) = g(τ, x)
in ∂Ω, where the coefficients and the free terms in operator D are bounded, and
κi,jξiξj ≥ 0,
and the integral operator J [u] satisfies the following conditions
• there exists a function r(ε), such that r(ε) ≤ c0, r(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0,∫
{|y|≤ε}
|y|2
1 + |y|ν(dy) ≤ r(ε), for all (x, τ) ∈ Ω× [0, T ]
• For any fixed x ∈ IR2, τ ∈ [0, T ], and such that at least∫
IR2
|y|2
1 + |y|ν(dy) ≤ ∞, for all (x, τ) ∈ Ω× [0, T ]
• there exists a function k(x, y, θ) defined for x in Ω, y in R2, θ in [0, 1],
with values in IR2 such that |k(x, y, θ)| ≤ c0|y|,
∫ 1
0
k(x, y, θ)dθ = y, {x +∫ s
0
k(x, y, θ)dθ|x ∈ Ω, y ∈ Ω, s ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ Ω.
The for s ∈ [0, T ] and ξ ∈ Ω the following estimate holds:

















where λ0 = maxΩ {−a0(x, t)}.
It is easy to see that the given conditions for kernel ν in Theorem (3.4) are
satisfied for ν(y) ∝ e−y and ν(y) ∝ e−y2 . Thus we could obtain the extension of
the weak maximum principle.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem (3.4) are satisfied.
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• If u ≤ 0 in Ω and f ≤ 0 then u ≤ 0 in Ω;
• If a0(x, t) ≥ 0 in Ω and f ≤ 0 then maxΩ u ≤ max∂Ω u+;
• If a0(x, t) ≡ 0 in Ω and f ≤ 0 then maxΩ u ≤ max∂Ω u;
for any τ ∈ [0, T ].
In our operator A, we have a0 = 0, f = 0. Suppose u, u˜ are the solutions
















Thus we have the error estimate for the solutions u, u˜ resulting from nonsmooth
boundary condition and smoothed boundary conditions
Theorem 3.6. If the conditions of Theorem (3.4) are satisfied. The solution u, u˜
associated with (3.3.6) and (3.3.8) satisfied,
|u− u˜| ≤Mδ2,
where M is a generic constant independent of δ.
Boundary conditions is crucial for the pricing equations when solving them
numerically. In Appendix (D.1) we include Fichera’s condition, which requires
boundary conditions to be specified on certain boundaries. Appendix (D.2) pro-
vides boundary conditions for some multi-asset option pricing problem.
Chapter4
Finite Element Method for PIDE
The aim of this chapter is to develop a finite element approach for solving the par-
tial integro-differential equation (PIDE) corresponding to pricing two-asset option,
which serves to hedge against the risk exposure of two risky assets. [58] devel-
oped a simple technique of pricing basket options on a bivariate binomial lattice,
thus generalizing the standard Cox-Ross-Rubinstein methodology. Unfortunately,
this numerical method is very time-consuming and formulated in Black-Scholes
framework. Our technique for the pricing equation is to derive a Crank-Nicolson
semidiscretization in time and a Lagrange finite element discretization in spatial
space for the PIDE. The propositions we have proved in this paper show that our
method is second order accuracy in time. Though the PIDE is defined on the
unbounded domain, its numerical solution can only be got in a localized domain.
So an error estimates related to localization is also given, which shows that the
error is exponentially decreasing when localized domain converges to the whole
unbounded domain.
The layout of the remainder of the chapter is as follows. Section 1 presents the
variational setting corresponding to PIDE derived in Chapter 3 and the existence
and uniqueness of the weak solution corresponding to the weak formulation. In
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section 2, error estimate for the localization from unbounded domain to a bounded
domain is given. An explicit-implicit time-discretization of the PIDE in the do-
main, where the space-discretization is done through a standard continuous finite
element method, and semi-discretization error estimates in time and space for the
numerical solution of the localized problem are presented in section 3 and section
4. Moreover a linear system, which has an invertible coefficient matrix when ∆t is
small enough, is derived to solve the PIDE.
4.1 Variational Setting
Due to the fact that the payoff function (ex−K)+ for call option, which determines
the initial and boundary condition, grows exponentially at the infinity, a weighted
function space instead of standard Sobolev space H1(Ω) has to be constructed
to account for such phenomena at infinity. For any function η(x) = −η′~x =









∣∣ueη(x) ∈ L2(Ω),∇ueη(x) ∈ (L2(Ω))2} .
By this notation, the functions g, h, g˜, h˜ ∈ H1η (Ω) for η satisfying ηi > 1, i = 1, 2.
Later on we will use η and η(x) interchangeably.
To consider (3.3.8) in weak form, we pick up a test function v ∈ C∞0 (Ω) and
multiply (3.3.8) by v exp
(−2ηT~x). By integrating by parts over Ω and recalling
Green’s formula, we can obtain the variational formulation of (3.3.8), which is to
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find u ∈ L2 ([0, T ];H1η (Ω))⋂H1 ([0, T ]; (H1η (Ω))∗) such that for any τ ∈ [0, T ],
(∂u
∂τ
, v)H1η(Ω) + a
η(u, v) = A[g˜], ∀ v ∈ H1η (Ω)
u(0, x) = 0, ∀ x ∈ Ω


























α(x) = α + κ∇η
α = (α1, α2)







Remark. If η(x) is defined as follows:
η(x) =

η1(|x1|+ |x2|) if x1 < 0, x2 < 0,
η1|x1|+ η2|x2| if x1 < 0, x2 > 0,
η2|x1|+ η1|x2| if x1 > 0, x2 < 0,
η2(|x1|+ |x2|) if x1 > 0, x2 > 0.
(4.1.2)








(−η1,−η1)T if x1 < 0, x2 < 0,
(−η1, η2)T if x1 < 0, x2 > 0,
(η2,−η1)T if x1 > 0, x2 < 0,
(η2, η2)
T if x1 > 0, x2 > 0.
(4.1.3)
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Remark. Note that aη(u, v) is a nonsymmetric bilinear variational formulation.






 is symmetric positive definite, which
implies that there exist two positive numbers 0 < κ ≤ κ such that κ|ξ|2 ≤ ξTκξ ≤
κ|ξ|2, ∀ ξ ∈ R2. Also α(x) is uniformly bounded, i.e., given α(x) = (α1(x), α2(x))T ,
there exists α > 0 such that |αi(x)| ≤ α, ∀ x ∈ Ω, i = 1, 2.
In order to prove the uniqueness and existence of numerical solution of varia-
tional formulation (4.1.1), we need to check the continuity and coercivity of aη(·, ·).
For later convenience, we denote ∇ηu = ∇u eη(x) and ∇ηv = ∇v eη(x).
Theorem 4.1. Let η ∈ R2+ be arbitrarily fixed. If |ρ| < 1, then
1. The bilinear form aη(·, ·) : H1η (Ω) × H1η (Ω) → R is continuous, i.e., there
exists c > 0
|aη(u, v)| ≤ c ||u||H1η(Ω) ||v||H1η(Ω) , ∀ u, v ∈ H
1
η (Ω),
2. There exists β > 0 depending on η, ρ such that the new bilinear form aη(u, u)+
β ·(u, u)L2η(Ω) is coercive, i.e., there exists 0 ≤ c ≤ c dependent on η, ρ it holds:
aη(u, u) ≥ c ||u||2H1η(Ω) − β ||u||
2
L2η(Ω)
, ∀ u ∈ H1(Ω).








∣∣α(x)T (∇u eη(x)) · (v eη(x))∣∣ dx+ |aηjump(u, v)|, (4.1.4)
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The first term of RHS in (4.1.4) can be written as1:∫
Ω
∣∣∣(∇ηu)T κ ∇ηv∣∣∣ dx ≤ (∫
Ω
∣∣∣(∇ηu)T κ ∇ηu∣∣∣ dx) 12 · (∫
Ω




∣∣∣(∇ηu)T ∇ηu∣∣∣ dx) 12 · (∫
Ω
∣∣∣(∇ηv)T ∇ηv∣∣∣ dx) 12
= κ ||∇u||L2η(Ω) ||∇v||L2η(Ω) ≤ κ ||u||H1η(Ω) ||v||H1η(Ω) .
Similarly, rewriting the second term of RHS in (4.1.4) as following:∫
Ω









≤ α ||∇u||L2η(Ω) ||v||L2η(Ω) ≤ α ||u||H1η(Ω) ||v||H1η(Ω) .(4.1.5)

























































(exp(ηi|y|)|y|+ | exp(y)− 1|) ki(y)dy, i = 1, 2.
1This is due to
∫
Ω
(∇ηu+ λ∇ηv)Tκ (∇ηu+ λ∇ηv)dx > 0, for any vectors ∇ηu,∇ηv and real
number λ.
2Here we need to add exp(−η1|x1 + θ1y| − η2|x2|) and exp(−η1|x1| − η2|x2 + θ2y|) to
∂u
∂x1
(τ, x1 + θ1y, x2) and ∂u∂x2 (τ, x + θ2y), respectively. Thus there will have extra terms
exp (ηi(|xi + θiy| − |xi|)) satisfying: exp (ηi(|xi + θiy| − |xi|)) ≤ exp(ηi|y|) for 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1, i =
1, 2.
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Due to the normal property of ki(y), c1, c2 are positive and finite.
Thus we have continuity condition of aη(u, v) :
|aη(u, v)| ≤ c ||u||H1η(Ω) ||v||H1η(Ω) ,
where c = κ+ α + max(c1, c2).


















∣∣α(x)T (∇u eη(x)) · (u eη(x))∣∣ dx− |aηjump(u, u)|, (4.1.6)
Since κ is positive definite when |ρ| < 1, the first term of (4.1.6) can be simpli-
fied as:∫
Ω
∣∣∣(∇ηu)T κ ∇ηu∣∣∣ dx ≥ κ∫
Ω






















Finally, we analyze the last integral term of RHS of (4.1.6) in the following
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form:



















































Then from (4.1.6-4.1.9), we obtained that:




























Selecting ε such that κ− ε(α + ci) > 0 and defining




(2α + c1 + c2) > 0.
Thus the coercivity property is obtained as follows:




Theorem 4.2. Based on Theorem (4.1), the variational formulation (4.1.1) has
a unique solution u˜ and the following estimate, for all τ ∈ [0, T ]
e−2βτ ||u˜||2L2η(Ω) + c
∫ τ
0












where c and c are the constants in Theorem (4.1).
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Proof. Since h˜(x) ∈ L2η(Ω), the existence and uniqueness of variational formulation
(4.1.1) can be obtained by [59].
Taking v(s, x) = u˜(s, x)e−2βs in (4.1.1) and integrating in time s between 0 and

























Using G˚arding inequality in Theorem (4.1), we have
1
2










































Thus we obtain the following estimation















Let  = c
1+c
> 0, then we have priori estimation (4.1.10).
Remark. Note that Proposition (4.2) applies for any European option with a
smoothed payoff function g˜(s, x) in H1η (Ω) and L
2
η(Ω). From the constructed form
(3.3.9) for g˜, g˜(s, x) ∈ C1,2([0, T ],Ω). It is obvious that g˜ ∈ H1η (Ω) and ∂g˜∂s ∈ L2η(Ω)
for put option. And for other payoff functions of many exotic options, this property
still holds true. A concrete example of such kind of options is the rainbow option
whose payoff functions are max(ex1 , ex2) or min(ex1 , ex2).
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4.2 Error Estimate for Localization to Bounded
Domain
Since the pricing equation (3.3.6) is defined on unbounded domain Ω = R2, it is not
convenient to derive the numerical solution of variational formulation (4.1.1). We
need to truncate the range Ω of log returns to a bounded computational domain
ΩM = [−M,M ]× [−M,M ]. Sometimes this domain truncation depending on the
type of option is not necessary. For example, double barrier option will directly
result in PIDE such as (3.3.6) on the bounded domain.
Instead of solving (3.3.8) with revised boundary condition g˜ on unbounded
domain Ω× [0, T ], we will solve the truncated problem on ΩM × [0, T ] :
∂u
∂τ
(τ, x) = ∇ · (κ∇u) +∇ · (αu) + J [u](τ, x),
u(0, x) = h˜(x), x ∈ ΩM ,
u(τ, x) = g˜(τ, x), (τ, x) ∈ (0, T ]× ∂ΩM .
(4.2.1)
The variational formulation of above truncated PIDE (4.2.1) is:
find u˜M ∈ L2
(








such that for any τ ∈
[0, T ], 
(∂u
∂τ
, v)H1η(ΩM ) + a
η
M(u, v) = A[g˜], ∀ v ∈ H1η (ΩM)
u(0, x) = 0, ∀ x ∈ ΩM
u(τ, x) = 0, ∀ (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂ΩM .
(4.2.2)
where aηM(u, v) is the restriction of a





(∇u)Tκ ∇v − α(x)T∇u v) e2η(x)dx− ∫
ΩM
J [u] ve2η(x)dx.
To simplify the notation, we still denote by u˜M its extension by zero to all of R2.
The restriction of approximating solution u˜ of (4.1.1) in R2 to ΩM introduces a
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localization error eM = u˜M − u˜ which we now estimate. we have the following
localization error estimation:
Theorem 4.3. Suppose ΩM/2 , {x ∈ R2
∣∣ ||x|| ≤ M/2}. Then there exists positive





||eM(s, ·)||2H1(ΩM/2) ds ≤ Ce−αM . (4.2.3)
Proof. The a-priori estimate in Proposition (4.2)















implies that ||u˜||L2η(Ω) is bounded by some constant C = C(T ) > 0 independent of
M . Likewise,
e−2βτ ||u˜M ||2L2η(Ω) + c
∫ τ
0
e−2βs ||u˜M ||2H1η(Ω) ds











Thus ||eM ||L2η(Ω) , ||eM ||H1η(Ω) are bounded by C.








= 0, for any τ ∈ [0, T ], v ∈ H10 (ΩM), (4.2.6)
where a(·, ·) , a0(·, ·) = aη(·, ·)|η=0.
Define a cut-off function φ with the following properties: φ ∈ C∞0 (ΩM), φ = 1
on ΩM/2 and ||∇φ||L∞(ΩM ) ≤ C, where C is independent of M .
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φ|eM |2dx1dx2 + ρM(τ),(4.2.8)







Before to estimate ρM(τ), we introduce a weighted function
η(x) =

η1(|x1|+ |x2|) if x1 < 0, x2 < 0,
η1|x1|+ η2|x2| if x1 < 0, x2 > 0,
η2|x1|+ η1|x2| if x1 > 0, x2 < 0,
η2(|x1|+ |x2|) if x1 > 0, x2 > 0.
(4.2.9)
where 0 ≤ η1 ≤ G1 and 0 ≤ η2 ≤ G2.
In the appendix (A), we prove that η(x) satisfies η ∈ L1loc(R), ∇η ∈ L∞(R) and
∆θη = η(x+ θy)− η(x) ≤ η(y), ∀x, y ∈ R2, ||θ|| ≤ 1. (4.2.10)






















|eM |2eη(x)e−η(x)dx ≤ Ce−αM ||eM ||2L2η(Ω) ,
for some positive constants C, α independent of M .
Now ρM(τ) is still left to estimate. Denote Ki(z) the first anti-derivative of





ki(y)dy, if z > 0,
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[y − (ey − 1)]ki(y)dy
With these notations we obtain that:





































































Before we are going to estimate ρM(τ) respectively, we need to rearrange I11, I12, I21, I22
as follows:
ρM(τ) = I11 + I12 + I21 + I22 + I3,




































































DefineD1 = {(x) ∈ Ω|
√














|eMeη(x)|2 · |φ| · |χ∇φ| · e−2η(x)dx
≤ Ce−αM ||eM ||L2η(ΩM ) (4.2.12)




















∣∣∣∣∂eM∂x1 (τ, x+ ze1)eη(x+ze1)







∣∣∣∣∂eM∂x1 (τ, x+ ze1)
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|eM(τ, x+ ze1)− eM(τ, x)| ·
∣∣∣∣ ∂φ∂x1φ








∣∣∣∣( ∂φ∂x1 (x+ ze1)− ∂φ∂x1 (x)
)
φ
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣eMeη(x)∣∣ · e−η(x)dx,
≤ Ce−αM
(
||eM ||H1(ΩM ) · ||eM ||L2η(ΩM ) + ||eM ||L2(ΩM ) · ||eM ||L2η(ΩM )
)
. (4.2.15)
Similarly, it is true for I22, i.e.,
|I22| ≤ Ce−αM
(
||eM ||H1(ΩM ) · ||eM ||L2η(ΩM ) + ||eM ||L2(ΩM ) · ||eM ||L2η(ΩM )
)
.(4.2.16)
Integrating (4.2.7) from 0 to τ and combining it with the estimations: (4.2.12),
(4.2.13), (4.2.14), (4.2.15), (4.2.16), then using the priori estimate (4.2.4), (4.2.5),
it yields (4.2.3).
4.3 Error Estimate for Time-Discretization Scheme
We introduce a partition of time interval [0, T ] into subintervals [τn−1, τn], n =
1, 2, · · · , N, such that 0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τN = T. And define the length between
τn+1 and τn as ∆τ , τn+1 − τn. Consider the pricing equation
uτ = L[u] = D[u] + J [u],
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4τ − ut(tn+ 12 , x) =
1
4








4τ 2utt(tn + θ24t, x),
the variational formulation for error equation (4.3.2) is given as following: find
a series of un ∈ H1(Ω), n = 0, 1, · · · , N, such that u0 = h˜(x) and for all n =


















(∇u)Tκ ∇v − αT∇u v) dx− ∫
Ω
J [u] vdx

























































n+1, en+1e−2βτn+1)(eβ4τ − 1)
− 1
24τ (e

































































































































































































































4.4 Error Estimate for Finite Element Method
and its Matrix Form
To discretize (4.2.2) with respect to x ∈ ΩM , we need to construct a finite di-
mensional function space Vh ⊂ H10 (ΩM), which is a space of continuous piecewise
polynomial functions on a triangulation of ΩM vanishing on ∂ΩM .
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Before doing spatial discretization, let’s consider a triangular partition Th on
ΩM . We denote by Th the set of all non-overlapping triangles K forming ΩM and
by d(K) the longest side of K. Then Ωh =
⋃
K∈Th K,h = maxK∈Thd(K). We still
need to construct continuous basis function for Vh, i.e.,
Vh = {v ∈ C(ΩM) : v|K ∈ Pk(K),∀K ∈ Th, v|∂ΩM = 0},
where Pk(K) is the set of polynomial functions defined on K with its highest order
k.
Hence the following approximation properties hold: for u ∈ H1η there is a
projection P such that Pu ∈ Vh and
||u−Pu||Hsη ≤ Ch
k+1−s ||u||Hk+1η . (4.4.1)
Consider variational form (4.2.2) on the bounded domain ΩM :
(∂u
∂τ
, v)H1η(ΩM ) + a
η
M(u, v) = A[g˜], ∀ v ∈ H1η (ΩM)
u(0, x) = 0, ∀ x ∈ ΩM
u(τ, x) = 0, ∀ (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂ΩM .
Suppose Vh be finite dimensional subspace of H
1




, v)H1η(ΩM ) + a
η
M(uh, v) = A[g˜], ∀ v ∈ Vh
uh(0, x) = 0, ∀ x ∈ ΩM
uh(τ, x) = 0, ∀ (τ, x) ∈ [0, T ]× ∂ΩM .
(4.4.2)
And P is projection from H1η (ΩM) to Vh. This leads to the fact that uh is the finite
element solution. Now we want to estimate the error between the weak solution u
of (4.2.2) and finite element solution uh.
Theorem 4.4. Let eh = u − uh and suppose u has enough regularity, i.e. u ∈
H2η (ΩM), we have
||eh||2H1η(ΩM ) ≤ Ch
2.
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Proof. Let eh = θ + φ, where θ = u − Pu, φ = Pu − uh and the operator P is a
projection from H1η (ΩM) to Vh. Subtracting equation (4.2.2) from (4.4.2), we have






+ aηM(eh, v) = 0,∀ v ∈ Vh





||φ||2H1η(ΩM ) + a
η
M(φ, φ) = −aηM(θ, φ).





||φ||2H1η(ΩM ) + c ||φ||
2
H1η(ΩM )
− β ||φ||2L2η(ΩM ) ≤ c ||θ||H1η(Ω) ||φ||H1η(Ω)
≤ c
4ε
||θ||2H1η(Ω) + cε ||φ||
2
H1η(Ω)
Take ε = c
2c




||φ||2H1η(ΩM ) − 2βe
−2βτ ||φ||2L2η(ΩM ) + ce




Noting zero initial condition for u, we take integration for time τ from 0 to s
for above inequality, hence we have
||φ||2H1η(ΩM ) + c1(s) ||φ||
2
H1η(ΩM )
≤ c2(s) ||θ||2H1η(Ω) ,








. Thus combined with the approximating
property (4.4.1) of projection P, we finish the proof.
In the following we will consider the matrix form for fully discretized scheme
during the computation via Finite Element Method, we will focus on r = 1, i.e., the
function in Vh is piecewise continuous linear function. Suppose we get L+L
′ nodal
points after doing triangulation on ΩM , then we can choose nodal basis functions
{ϕi(x)}L+L′i=1 for space Vh :
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In element K consisting of three nodes: Ni, Nj, Nk, whose coordinates are
(x1i, x2i), (x1j, x2j), (x1k, x2k) respectively. Since ϕi(Ni) = 1, ϕi(Nj) = 0, ϕi(Nk) =
0, then the linear basis function ϕi(x) at node Ni can be expressed as:
ϕi(x)|K = 1
2∆
(ai + bix1 + cix2), (4.4.3)




























αni = g(tn, x1i, x2i), i = L+ 1, L+ 2, · · · , L+ L′
α0i = h(x1i, x2i), i = 1, 2, · · · , L+ L′
(4.4.5)
Therefore the full discretization of variational formulation (4.2.2) is to find a
set of functions unh, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N, such that u˜nh = unh − ung,h ∈ Vh ⊂ H10(ΩM)





h, vh) + (u˜
n





iϕi(x) on ΩM .
(4.4.6)






g,h , vh)− (ung,h − un−1g,h , vh)|ΩM .
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Define αn = (αn1 , α
n
2 , · · · , αnL)T , then applying (4.4.4) and substituting vh with








, n = 1, 2, · · · , N. (4.4.7)
where


























(ung,h − un−1g,h )ϕidx.
Let’s consider stiffness matrix A and mass matrix M in element K consisting of
three nodes: Ni, Nj, Nk. By means of (4.4.3) we can evaluate A,B in each element






















































































)− νm − 1
)
,m = 1, 2. Since
in element K, u˜nh|K = αni ϕi(x) + αnjϕj(x) + αnkϕk(x), there are only nine nonzero
different entries when evaluating matrix A in element K. From the following matrix
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structure, we can see the contribution of each element to stiff matrix A:
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 0
















0 Aki · · · Akj · · · Akk 0
0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 0

L×L






















still remains to be computed. Define






wn2 (x) , (ung,h − un−1g,h )(x) =
L+L′∑
j=L+1
(αnj − αn−1j )ϕj(x).
From (4.4.5), ung,h is nonzero only on the boundary elements. So we only need
to evaluate f
n
i = −∆tn2 aM(wn1 , ϕi)−
∫
ΩM
wn2ϕidx on boundary element K in ΩM .
To cope with f
n
i |K = −∆tn2 aM(wn1 , ϕi)|K −
∫
K
wn2ϕidx, there are three cases to
deal with the boundary element K :
• K consists of boundary node Nk and interior nodes Ni, Nj;
• K consists of boundary nodes Nj, Nk and interior node Ni;
• K consists of boundary nodes Ni, Nj, Nk.
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And each case will affect f
n
i |K differently, so we need to consider these three cases
respectively.
Case (1): suppose boundary element K consists of boundary node Nk and
interior nodes Ni, Nj, then
wn1 (x)|K = (αnk + αn−1k )ϕk(x),
wn2 (x)|K = (αnk − αn−1k )ϕk(x).
Combining with the evaluated A,B in element K, we get
f
n


















































Case (2): suppose boundary element K consists of boundary nodes Nj, Nk
and interior node Ni, then
wn1 (x)|K = (αnj + αn−1j )ϕj(x) + (αnk + αn−1k )ϕk(x),
wn2 (x)|K = (αnj − αn−1j )ϕj(x) + (αnk − αn−1k )ϕk(x).
Combining with the evaluated A,B in element K, we get
f
n
















































Case (3): If the boundary element K consists of boundary node Ni, Nj, Nk,
then they will do not make any contribution to f
n
i , i.e. f
n
i |K = 0. If vertices
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Ni, Nj, Nk are all on the boundary, then the element will become an obtuse or acute
triangle, which is avoided by mesh generation to ensure the numerical stability of
finite element method. Thus in this case, for any interior nodes Ni, f
n
i |K = 0.
Let’s go back to linear system (4.4.7) with stiffness matrix (4.4.8), mass matrix
(4.4.9) and load vector (4.4.10),(4.4.12). When the time interval ∆t becomes small
enough, due to positive definiteness of B the coefficient matrix ∆tn
2
A + B of this
linear system (4.4.7) will be invertible. So it is possible to get the existence and
uniqueness of the solution of (4.4.7).
Chapter5
Finite Difference Method for PIDE
Finite difference method(FDM) was suggested for use in finance by [60, 61]. Then
it was extended in [62]. [63] proved the convergence of the method proposed by
[60]. This discretization produces a tridiagonal matrix system which can be solved
efficiently.
Two dimensional finite difference schemes have been used to price American
options under stochastic volatility in [64]. [65] use a penalty method to solve
American options depending on two underlying assets. Recently some techniques
have been proposed to extend grid based methods beyond two dimensions. [66]
proposes an irregular grid approximation and Sparse grid methods are proposed
by [67]. For a general discussion about FDM applied in finance, we refer to [24],
[23].
In this chapter we start with the formulation of our problem. Let us recall the
previous PIDE (1.2.2) in two-dimensions as follows:
−∂V
∂t
= D[V ] + J [V ]− rV,
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5.1 Method of Lines
The method of lines (MOL) is a general procedure for the solution of the time
dependent partial differential equations. The method is to reduce a partial dif-
ferential equation to a family of ordinary differential equations along which the
solution can be integrated from some initial data given on a suitable hypersurface.
But in this section, we introduce characteristic line to remove mixed derivatives in
a second order PDE.
Before applying method of lines to eliminate mixed derivative term, we will
introduce the variable transformation S1 = e
x and S2 = e












































y)− V (ex, ey)]p2(J2)dJ2.
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[V (x, y + y)− V (x, y)]p2(y)dy,
(5.1.2)
where 































+ (r − λ1κ1)∂V
∂x
+ (r − λ2κ2)∂V
∂y
−rV + λ1I1(x, y) + λ2I2(x, y) = 0.
(5.1.3)
Now we can remove the crossing term σ1σ2ρ
∂2V
∂x∂y
by method of lines. We consider



























σ1y − σ2ρx− σ2
√
1− ρ2xi = c.
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Let






































































































+ (r − λ2κ2)∂V
∂y


















x+ x = − 1
σ2
√




1− ρ2 (η − σ2
√
1− ρ2x),








1− ρ2η + σ1y).
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[U(ξ − σ2ρx, η − σ2
√




[U(ξ + σ1y, η)− U(ξ, η)]p2(y)dy,
where
U(ξ, η, t) = V (ex, ey, t).
































a = −(rσ2ρ− rσ1 − λ1σ2ρκ1 + λ2σ1κ2),
b = −(rσ2
√
1− ρ2 − λ1σ2
√
1− ρ2κ1),
I[U ] = λ1I˜1[U ] + λ2I˜2[U ].

















− rU + I[U ] (5.1.5)
Based on the transformation between [ξ, η] and [S1, S2], we could see the domain
change from Figure (5.1) and (5.2).
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Figure 5.1: Domain transformation from [ξ, η] to [S1, S2]
Figure 5.2: Domain transformation from [S1, S2] to [ξ, η]
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5.2 The ADI Method
The Alternating Directions Implicit (ADI) method for solving two dimensional
PIDEs is an implicit method for solving parabolic and elliptic partial differential
equations.It is most notably used to solve the problem of heat conduction or solving
the diffusion equation in two or more dimensions. As mentioned above, making
an implicit step in both dimensions is technically quite involved. This method is
one of the ways around the problem, since we always make steps implicit in one
space variable (direction) only. Of course, we have to switch the implicit direction
all the time in order to retain numerical stability. So, effectively, we are making
every time-step first implicitly in S1 and explicitly in S2, and then in a reversed
fashion: implicit in S2, explicit in S1. This works fine when all derivatives in a
PDE can be separated to pure S1 and pure S2 types. However, when there is
a mixed-derivative, one has to use a more complicated scheme. First we do the
procedure as described, with the mixed-derivative term discretized explicitly, this
is often referred to as a predictor step. The values resulting from the predictor step
are used for the second (corrector) step, which is indentical to the first one, but for
the fact that the predictor results are plugged into the cross-term approximation
becomes implicit, though technically we always treat it explicitly.
ADI method pioneered by [68], [69] and others, has a number of advantages.
First explicit difference methods are rarely used to solve initial boundary value
problems owing their poor stability problems. Implicit method has superior sta-
bility properties but unfortunately they are difficult to solve in two and more
dimensions. Consequently ADI method became an alternative because they can
be programmed by solving a simple tridiagonal system of equations. During the
period that ADI was being developed a number of Soviet scientists were developing
splitting methods(also known as fractional step) for solving time-dependent partial
differential equations in two and three dimensions.
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The ADI method is popular in the financial literature. However, there are
many interpretations on how to use it and how to split a Black-Scholes equation
into simpler one-dimensional problems. In this section we discuss the Peaceman-
Rachford ADI for the equation (5.1.5). We adopt implicit scheme for the integral













































The scheme is an fractional step method for splitting a problem into a sequence of
simpler one-dimensional problems. It is implicit in ξ and explicit in η in the first
leg, while it is explicit in ξ and implicit in η in the second leg.






















In this chapter, we study numerically the efficiency of FEM and its related tech-
niques proposed in Chapter 4. In FEM we take linear finite element and time-
discretization step size to be ∆t = 0.01. And in the spatial discretization, we
localize the computational domain (S1, S2) in [0, 80] × [0, 80] with adaptive mesh
on the bounded domain. At the same time, we will regard the integral term ex-
plicitly and differential term implicitly for the pricing PIDE.
6.1 Case Study for Polynomial Option
To ensure the accuracy of finite element applied to multi-asset option pricing, we
test the algorithm to pricing for the sample problem, pricing for i.e., the polynomial
option with payoff (S1 +S2)
2, whose analytic solutions under Black-Scholes model
and Merton’s Jump diffusion model are given in Appendix (C.2). The parameters
for jump diffusion model and polynomial option are given in Table (6.1).
In Table (6.2), We report the prices for different volatilities of the two under-
lying asset: (0.1, 0.1), (0.1, 0.2), (0.2, 0.2), (0.2, 0.3), (0.3, 0.3) , different time to
maturity 0.1, 0.9 and positive correlation. We have computed these prices using
87
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Parameters Values
Diffusion volatility(σ1, σ2) 0.1− 0.3, 0.1− 0.3
Mean jump size(ν1, ν2) −0.9,−0.9
Mean jump volatility(γ1, γ2) 0.45, 0.45
Jump intensity(λ1, λ2) 0.1, 0.1
Correlation(ρ) 0.3 or −0.3
Underlying price (S1, S2) 40, 40
Strike price (K) 80
Interest rate (r) 0.05
Time to maturity (T − t) 0.1 or 0.9
Table 6.1: Parameters for polynomial option: (S1 + S2)
2
τ ρ σ1 σ2 BS Analytic JD Analytic FEM Relative Error
0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 6.4363 6.4899 6.5695 1.23%
0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 6.4421 6.4958 6.4785 0.27%
0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 6.4511 6.5050 6.4434 0.95%
0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 6.4488 6.5026 6.4977 0.08%
0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 6.4589 6.5128 6.4611 0.79%
0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 6.4699 6.5239 6.4646 0.91%
0.9 0.3 0.1 0.1 6.7339 7.2753 7.3561 1.11%
0.9 0.3 0.1 0.2 6.7892 7.3380 7.2909 0.64%
0.9 0.3 0.1 0.3 6.8781 7.4398 7.3828 0.77%
0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 6.8536 7.5208 7.5093 0.15%
0.9 0.3 0.2 0.3 6.9518 7.6412 7.6183 0.30%
0.9 0.3 0.3 0.3 7.0593 7.4098 7.4093 0.01%
Table 6.2: Results for polynomial option with positive correlation: ρ = 0.3.
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analytic solution and FEM method on the square domain. The relative error is also
provided. The prices computed from FEM differ only slightly from the analytic
solution. The difference is especially small on the finest triangulation.
Remark. In Table (6.2) and (6.3), the prices is in unit of 1000 and τ is time to
maturity. “BS Analytic” and “JD Analytic” are analytic solutions provided in
Appendix (C.2). FEM means solution based on FEM computation and Relative
Error is defined as |FEM−Analytic|
Analytic
.
Similarly in Table (6.3) , the prices is in unit of 1000. We report the prices
for different volatilities of the two underlying asset: (0.1, 0.1), (0.1, 0.2), (0.2, 0.2),
(0.2, 0.3), (0.3, 0.3) , different time to maturity 0.1, 0.9 and negative correlation.
We have computed these prices using analytic solution and FEM method on the
square domain. The relative error is also provided. The prices computed from FEM
differ only slightly from the analytic solution. The difference is especially small on
the finest triangulation. The prices for positive correlation is slightly than those
for negative correlation for every point, which means underlying assets mutually
amplify its effect on the other for payoff (S1 + S2)
2. In such a way, the prices is
higher for positive correlation. If we consider the correlation of jump component
for two assets, this effect will be much more noticeable.
At the same time, the prices for Black-Scholes case has lower prices than its
Jump Diffusion counterpart. This is because the jump component explain some
volatility for the underlying in addition to the diffusion volatility. We can see that
the jump volatility at least explains around 10% volatility in terms of prices.
The solution surface for the polynomial option with jump diffusion model is
given in Figure (6.1).
In the following numerical examples, we will use the framework developed so far
to price options written on several underlying assets. We will analyze basket, best-
of and worst-of options since these are the most used in practice. Other multi-asset
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τ ρ σ1 σ2 BS Analytic JD Analytic FEM Relative Error
0.1 −0.3 0.1 0.1 6.4343 6.4880 6.5622 1.14%
0.1 −0.3 0.1 0.2 6.4382 6.4919 6.5573 1.01%
0.1 −0.3 0.1 0.3 6.4453 6.4992 6.4784 0.32%
0.1 −0.3 0.2 0.2 6.4411 6.4949 6.4699 0.39%
0.1 −0.3 0.2 0.3 6.4473 6.5012 6.4816 0.30%
0.1 −0.3 0.3 0.3 6.4525 6.5065 6.4540 0.81%
0.9 −0.3 0.1 0.1 6.7158 7.2572 7.1881 0.95%
0.9 −0.3 0.1 0.2 6.7530 7.3018 7.2686 0.46%
0.9 −0.3 0.1 0.3 6.8239 7.3855 7.3250 0.82%
0.9 −0.3 0.2 0.2 6.7813 7.3375 7.2680 0.95%
0.9 −0.3 0.2 0.3 6.8433 7.4124 7.4990 1.17%
0.9 −0.3 0.3 0.3 6.8966 7.4785 7.4422 0.49%
Table 6.3: Results for polynomial option with negative correlation: ρ = −0.3
Figure 6.1: Polynomial option under Merton’s jump diffusion model
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Parameters Values
Diffusion volatility (σ1, σ2) 0.3, 0.3
Mean jump size (ν1, ν2) −0.9,−0.9
Mean jump volatility (γ1, γ2) 0.45, 0.45
Jump intensity (λ1, λ2) 0.1, 0.1
Correlation (ρ) 0.3
Underlying price (S1, S2) 40, 40
Weights (w1, w2) 0.5, 0.5
Strike price (K) 40
Interest rate (r) 0.05
Time to maturity (T − t) 1
Table 6.4: Parameters for pricing basket put option:
(
K −∑2i=1 wiSi)+
options can be treated in the same way.
6.2 Case Study for Some Multi-Asset Options
Basket put option is simila to a plain vanilla option except that the underlying is
replaced by the weighted sum of the assets composing the basket. The payoff of







The parameters for the underlying dynamics and the basket put option are
given in Table (6.4). Those model coefficients are of a magnitude that would be
plausible in a real market.
In order to facilitate the comparison with plain vanilla options, it is convenient
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to decompose the strike price K as a function of the weights wi, the initial prices
of underlying and a vector of parameters ki that can be interpreted as indicators




wi · ki · Si(0)
If all the parameters ki are equal to 1, i.e., the individual plain vanilla options are













wi (Si(0)− Si(T ))+ ,
which leads us to the conclusion that a basket put option will be always cheaper
than the portfolio of plain vanillas(with weights wi) written on the same underlying
assets. Figure (6.2) provide evidence for the conclusion.
We report the prices of basket put option, maximum/minimum of 2 put options
for different volatilities of the two underlying asset: (0.1, 0.1), (0.1, 0.2), (0.2, 0.2),
(0.2, 0.3), (0.3, 0.3) , different time to maturity 0.1, 0.9 and positive correlation 0.3.
For positive weights w1, w2 satisfying w1 + w2 = 1, we have
(K −max(S1, S2))+ ≤ (K − (w1S1 + w2S2))+ ≤ (K −min(S1, S2))+
This implies that at any time, the price of basket put option is bigger than maxi-
mum of 2 put option and smaller than minimum of 2 put option, which is shown
in Table (6.5).
The solution surface for basket put option, maximum of two put option and
minimum of two put option under jump diffusion model is given in Figure (6.3,
6.4, 6.5).
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Figure 6.2: Dependence of basket put option on correlation
τ σ1 σ2 Basket Put Max of 2 Put Min of 2 Put
0.1 0.1 0.1 1.8015 1.7997 1.8038
0.1 0.1 0.2 1.8342 1.8329 1.8389
0.1 0.1 0.3 1.9127 1.9096 1.9161
0.1 0.2 0.2 1.8857 1.8806 1.8901
0.1 0.2 0.3 1.9834 1.9794 1.9873
0.1 0.3 0.3 2.0723 2.0702 2.0782
0.9 0.1 0.1 0.6059 0.6012 0.7002
0.9 0.1 0.2 1.2413 1.2392 1.2485
0.9 0.1 0.3 1.9280 1.9231 1.9317
0.9 0.2 0.2 1.7769 1.7700 1.7810
0.9 0.2 0.3 2.4397 2.4352 2.4427
0.9 0.3 0.3 3.0011 2.9923 3.0123
Table 6.5: Results for some two-asset put options
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Figure 6.3: Basket put option under Merton’s jump diffusion model
Figure 6.4: Maximum of 2 put option under Merton’s jump diffusion model
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Figure 6.5: Minimum of 2 put option under Merton’s jump diffusion model
6.3 Case Study for Different Jump Densities
Here we only consider Merton’s jump diffusion model and Kou’s double exponen-
tial model. These two models have different jump kernel: log-normal jump density
and double exponential density. In Figure (6.6), the left graph depicts the sym-
metric case(for double exponential density ζ+ = ζ− = 2, p = 0.5); the right one
is asymmetric case (for double exponential density ζ+ = 3, ζ− = 2, p = 0.5). The
normal distribution have both mean zero and volatility 0.5.
The main difference between the double exponential jump-diffusion model and
the normal jump-diffusion model is the analytical tractability for the path-dependent
options. To price perpetual American options, barrier options and lookback op-
tions for general jump-diffusion processes, it is crucial to study the first passage
time of a jump-diffusion process to a flat boundary. When a jump-diffusion pro-
cess crosses a boundary sometimes it hits the boundary exactly and sometimes it
incurs an “overshoot” over the boundary. The overshoot presents several problems
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Figure 6.6: Double exponential jump density and normal jump density
for option pricing. First one needs to get the exact distribution of the overshoot.
Secondly, one needs to know the dependent structure between the overshoot and
the first passage time. It is well-known from stochastic renewal theory that these
two are only possible if the jump size has an exponential-type distribution.
To illustrate that the model can produce implied volatility smile, I consider
the jump diffusion model for one underlying asset. Figure (6.7) shows calibrated
implied volatility. This example is not meant to be an empirical test of the model
for two underlying assets. It only serves as an illustration to show that model can
produce a close fit even to a very sharp volatility skew.
Figure 6.7: Implied volatility of jump diffusion model
Chapter7
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
7.1 Pros and Cons of FEM
Finite difference methods are by far the simplest, except when mesh adaptivity is
required to control the numerical error. Finite element methods seem at first unnec-
essarily complex for finance where a large class of problems are one dimensional in
space and yet rather easy to implement in practice. As a more complicated method
compared to finite difference method, finite element method have several advan-
tages in coping with domain geometry, boundary conditions, solution smoothness
as illustrated below.
• The boundary conditions involving derivatives are difficult to handle with
finite difference method. Neumann conditions, however, are often easier to
obtain than Dirichlet conditions when estimating the behavior of the option
as the price of the underlying goes to infinity. For a vanilla call option,
∂V (S, t)
∂S
= 1, S →∞.
Finite element method can easily incorporate boundary conditions involving
derivatives.
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• A solution for the entire domain is computed, instead of isolated nodes as
in the case of finite difference method. And finite element method gives us
a posteriori error estimates for the solution, while is useful to control the
computation error. Since a posteriori error indicators are available it is pos-
sible to tune the mesh accordingly. This property is very useful to compute
accurately the exercise region of an American option or a multidimensional
basket option.
• Finite element can easily deal with high curvature. As a well-developed
technique in theory and practice, mesh adaptivity could be involved in the
computation especially for options with non-smooth payoff. Majority of prac-
titioners are at least as much interested in measures of sensitivity to those
prices. Some of these measures of sensitivity, commonly known as Greeks, can
be obtained more exactly with finite element than finite difference method.
• The irregular shapes of the PDE’s domain can be easily be handled, while
in the setting of finite difference method, the placing of the grid point is
difficult. These irregular domains arise naturally when knock-out barriers
are imposed on a multiple-asset option. Irregular shapes can also arise when
only parts of the PDE’s domain are to be approximated numerically because
some parts can be determined by financial reasoning.
• Finite element method can easily be combined with boundary elements for
treatment of semi-infinite domains. This is common practice in engineering
while in finance usually artificial boundary conditions are introduced.
• Convection-dominated problems can be handled by the Galerkin-Characteristic
method, a technicality which is not always known, but essential for Asian
option pricing problems. Although we could use upwinding finite difference
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method in 1D, it is not easy to implement upwinding technique in a multi-
dimensional case.
At the same time, the disadvantages of FEM come with its advantages in the
following way:
• The variational formulation and weak solution of the partial differential equa-
tion preclude widely adoption of FEM by practitioners.
• The programming involved in finite element method is sophisticated. For-
tunately there are many finite element software available such as FreeFEM,
PDE2D, etc.
• Currently finite element method is only applicable for 2D and 3D PDEs.
Thus for high dimensional(> 3) option pricing problems, we can only resort
to finite difference method, for example, Alternating Direction Implicit(ADI)
scheme, and Monte Carlo method.
7.2 Refinement for Nonsmooth Payoff
Serious degradation in the convergence rates of numerical schemes and poor esti-
mates of the solution derivatives (Greeks) (even though the prices appear to be
correct) will appear for option pricing problems with discontinuities in either the
payoff function or its derivatives. Classical convergence results typically rely on
smoothness assumptions for the underlying data. However many financial contracts
have discontinuities in the payoff conditions or their derivatives. For example, the
payoffs of standard vanilla options have discontinuous first derivatives. Contracts
where an advance notice of exercise is required (e.g. most callable bonds) also
have discontinuous derivative values. Discretely monitored barriers introduce dis-
continuities at observation dates, while the payoff itself is discontinuous for digital
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options. To further complicate matters, discontinuities often occur in regions of
highest interest, such as near the strike. It is often critical to obtain prices and
hedging parameters near these asset values. Conventionally we have could average
the initial condition (locally) near the non-smoothness area or project the initial
conditions (globally) onto the finite element space.
• Averaging the initial conditions: a simple method for handling discontinuities
involves averaging the initial data. Specifically, nodal values are replaced with







This method was proven in Kreiss et al.(1970) and Thomee and Wahlbin
(1974). It was used in Heston and Zhou(2000) to increase convergence rate
when pricing vanilla call option via binomial trees.
• Projecting the initial conditions: it involves projecting the initial conditions
onto a set of basis functions (Rannacer,1984). Let φi be the basis function
used in finite element space. The continuous version of a discontinuous initial





The optimal approximation (in terms of L2 norm) of the exact initial con-




where Ω is the computational domain. The minimizer of the above problem
is given by the solution of Mh = F , where M = {< φi, φj >} and F = {<
φi, H >}, where < ·, · > is inner product defined on finite element space.
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7.3 Conclusion
In the dissertation we provide a variational formulation in a weighted Sobolev
space, and establish existence and uniqueness of the FEM-based solution. Then
we discuss the localization of the infinite domain problem to a finite domain, and
an explicit-implicit time-discretization of the PIDE in the domain, where the space-
discretization is done through a standard continuous finite element method, and
provide a localization error estimate from infinite domain to finite domain and a
discretization error estimate for the numerical solution of the localized problem
where two assets are assumed to have uncorrelated jumps. Based on the explicit-
implicit finite element method, we can solve the PIDE numerically for some multi-
asset options. Numerical experiments for some popular exponential Le´vy models
are performed.
7.4 Future Research
In the error analysis, we always explicitly or implicitly assume the sufficient regu-
larity for weak solution u in order to prove the error estimate for semi-discretization
in time and spatial variables. The regularity result could be derived for the PIDE.
As in the dissertation, we mainly focused on options without early exercise. To
price American option under the exponential Le´vy model, we need to integrate the
early exercise property into the PIDE. There are various techniques to integrate
early exercise into the PIDE. One especially suited method within finite element
framework is to augment the PIDE by a penalty function
∂V
∂t
+D[V ] + J [V ]− rV + c (min(V −H(S), 0))2 = 0 (7.4.1)
Also the boundary conditions for pricing American option are to be elaborately
specified.
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As to the application of FEM to the pricing problem, a further interesting
topic is to investigate is adaptivity in the spatial variables. This could produce
large savings in computing time, since in most pricing problems a large part of the
solution is very smooth, so that it could be approximated with some large elements.
There are various techniques for spatial adaptivity.
As discussed in Chapter 5, we propose the Peaceman-Rachford ADI scheme for













































The stability and convergence for the ADI scheme is needed to consider and the
numerical experiments are to be performed in the future research.
The pricing method under exponential Le´vy model proposed in the disserta-
tion is to provide option price based on the input information such as volatilities
of underlying. To explain the smile effect in the real market, we are prompted
to compute the implied volatility from the pricing function. This problem could
be formulated as an inverse problem, which is not so clear for the time being.
From the perspective of risk management, the practical applications of the pricing
approach under Le´vy process include: (i) price the expected value of the maxi-
mum drawdown, which is a risk measure that plays an important role in portfolio
management. This application gives us a two-dimensional PIDE with degenerate
diffusion, similar to the equation in the dissertation. (ii) pricing Constant Propor-
tion Portfolio Insurance(CPPI) option under exponential Le´vy models. (iii) In the
area of quantitative execution strategies, the liquidity such as bid-ask spread in
the market could also be modeled as exponential Le´vy model with mean reverting
property to describe the market condition, especially for extreme volatile market
with less liquidity.
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η1(|x1|+ |x2|) if x1 < 0, x2 < 0,
η1|x1|+ η2|x2| if x1 < 0, x2 > 0,
η2|x1|+ η1|x2| if x1 > 0, x2 < 0,
η2(|x1|+ |x2|) if x1 > 0, x2 > 0.
(A.0.1)
where 0 ≤ η1 ≤ G1 and 0 ≤ η2 ≤ G2.
Then η(x) satisfies η ∈ L1loc(R), η′ ∈ L∞(R) and
∆θη = η(x+ θy)− η(x) ≤ η(y), ∀x, y ∈ R2, ||θ|| ≤ 1. (A.0.2)
We discuss it in the following 16(= 24) cases:
Case 1. If xi + θyi > 0, xi > 0 for i = 1, 2, then ∆θη = η2θ(y1 + y2), thus
∆θη <

−η1(y1 + y2) if y1 < 0, y2 < 0,
−η1y1 + η2y2 if y1 < 0, y2 > 0,
η2y1 − η1y2 if y1 > 0, y2 < 0,
η2(y1 + y2) if y1 > 0, y2 > 0.
which means ∆θη < η(y).
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Case 2. If xi + θyi > 0 for i = 1, 2 and x1 > 0, x2 < 0, then
∆θη = η2θ(y1 + y2) + (η1 + η2)x2 ≤ η2θ(y1 + y2) ≤ η2(y1 + y2).
Note that y2 > 0 in this case and
η(y) =
 −η1y1 + η2y2 if y1 < 0,η2(y1 + y2) if y1 > 0.
Thus ∆θη < η(y).
Case 3. If xi + θyi > 0 for i = 1, 2 and x1 < 0, x2 > 0, then
∆θη = η2θ(y1 + y2) + (η1 + η2)x1 ≤ η2θ(y1 + y2) ≤ η2(y1 + y2).
Note that y1 > 0 in this case and
η(y) =
 η2y1 − η1y2 if y2 < 0,η2(y1 + y2) if y2 > 0.
Thus ∆θη < η(y).
Case 4. If xi + θyi > 0, xi < 0 for i = 1, 2, then
∆θη = η2θ(y1 + y2) + (η1 + η2)(x1 + x2) ≤ η2θ(y1 + y2) ≤ η(y1 + y2).
Note that y1 > 0, y2 > 0 in this case, which implies η(y) = η2(y1 + y2).
Thus ∆θη < η(y).
Case 5-16. These remaining 12 cases can be grouped by changing the signs of xi + θyi
for i = 1, 2. They are similar to the above four cases. we omit here.
More generally, we can get the following result:
± (η(x+ θy)− η(x)) ≤ η(±y), ∀x, y ∈ R2, ||θ|| ≤ 1. (A.0.3)
AppendixB
Itoˆ’s Formula for Semimartingale
A real valued processX defined on the filtered probability space {Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P}
is called semimartingale if it can be decomposed as
Xt = Mt + At,
where M is a local martingale and A is a ca`dla`g adapted process of locally bounded
variation. An IRd valued process X = (X1, X2, ..., Xd) is a semimartingale if each
of its components X i is a semimartingale.
Itoˆ’s formula applies to both to continuous and discontinuous semimartingales.
Theorem B.1 (Itoˆ’s Formula for Continuous Semimartingales). Let X = (X1, X2, ..., Xd)
be a d-dimensional continuous semimartingale and let f(X) be a twice continuously















where [X i, Xj]t is the quadratic covariation of X
i and Xj.
Theorem B.2 (Itoˆ’s Formula for Non-continuous Semimartingales). Let X =
(X1, X2, ..., Xd) be a d-dimensional semimartingale and let f(X) be is a twice
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continuously differentiable real valued function on IRd, Then f(X) is again a semi-
martingale satisfying


































where ∆X is = X
i
s −X is− and X is− is the left limit in s.
AppendixC
Analytic Solution for Power Options
Assume we have an equivalent martingale measure, Q, such that the discounted
prices at the constant interest rate r are Q-martingales. The (p, q)-power call price
is then given by














2(T )1{Sp1 (T )Sq2(T )>K}
]
−Ke−r(T−t)Q(Sp1(T )Sq2(T ) > K),





















2(T ) > K)
−Ke−r(T−t)Qt(Sp1(T )Sq2(T ) > K)
In a way, the above equation extends the well-known formula for a European call
generally obtained via changes of numeraire.
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C.1 Power Option under Black-Scholes Model
Assume we have an equivalent martingale measure, Q, such that the discounted
prices at the constant interest rate r are Q-martingales. More exactly,
dSi/Si = rdt+ σidWi, i = 1, 2,
dW1dW2 = ρdt,
where dW1, dW2 are standard Brownian motions.
For a given p, q , it is easy to Sp1(T )S
q
2(T ) follows a log-normal law. Indeed, as




2(T )) = p · ln(S1(T )) + q · ln(S2(T ))
is normal too, but with parameters:
• mean - p [ln(S1(t)) + (r − 12σ21(T − t))]+ q [ln(S2(t)) + (r − 12σ22(T − t))]
• variance - [p2σ21 + q2σ22p2 + 2pqρσ1σ2] (T − t)
By Itoˆ’s Lemma, the stochastic differential equation of S = Sp1S
q
2 is given as follows,
dS = rˆSdt+ σSdW,
where
rˆ = (p+ q)r +
1
2
(p2 − p)σ21 +
1
2









Then, using above equation, the (p, q)-power call price and put price in Black-
Scholes model is obtained as follows:
C(S, t) = SN(d1)−Ke−rˆTN(d2)
P (S, t) = Ke−rˆTN(−d2)− SN(−d1)
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where
d1 =






ln(St/K) + (rˆ − σ2/2)(T − t)
σ
√
T − t = d1 − σ
√
T − t.
and N(x) is the cumulative function at x of a standard Gaussian random variable.
This formula is valid for any pq 6= 0, and when p = 1, q = 0 we can express the
classic Black-Scholes formula.
C.2 Analytic Solution for Polynomial Option
Consider the terminal payoff of a polynomial option: H(S1, S2) = (S1 + S2)
2,
which is a differentiable function w.r.t S1, S2. Before deriving the exact solution of
PIDE to pricing the option under exponential Le´vy models, let’s consider the exact





























V (T, S1, S2) = (S1 + S2)
2, for all (S1, S2) ∈ R2+
V (t, S1, 0) = S
2
1e
(r+σ21)(T−t), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, 0, S2) = S
2
2e
(r+σ22)(T−t), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, S1, S2) = VBS(t, S1, S2), if S1 →∞ or S2 →∞ for all t ∈ [0, T ).
(C.2.1)
where




(r+σ22)(T−t) + 2S1S2e(r+ρσ1σ2)(T−t). (C.2.2)
Obviously the equation (C.2.1) is to price the polynomial option under Black and
Scholes’ framework, i.e., the case when no jumps exist (λ1 = λ2 = 0). By using
Itoˆ’s lemma, we could verify that VBS(t, S1, S2) is the analytic solution to the
pricing equation (C.2.1).
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If this polynomial option is priced under exponential Levy model, then the











































V (t, S1, S2e




ν2(dx) = 0, (C.2.3)
where νi(dx) = λie
xpi(e
x)dx, λ1 6= 0, λ2 6= 0.
From the exact solution (C.2.2) of the polynomial option in Black-Scholes
model, we know S21e
(r+σ21)(T−t), S22e
(r+σ22)(T−t), S1S2e(r+ρσ1σ2)(T−t) are all functions
satisfying the first equation of (C.2.1). So it is not feasible to use their linear
combination to construct the exact solution of (C.2.3).
Since the jump component of the above (C.2.3) will increase the volatility of
the stock price, it is natural to assume that the solution of (C.2.3) as follows:




(r+bσ22)(T−t) + 2S1S2e(r+cρσ1σ2)(T−t), (C.2.4)
where constants a, b, c are needed to specify.
Substituting this solution in equation (C.2.3) and rearranging the terms, then
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V (t, S1, S2e






















where Λi = λi
∫




i ) − 2e(νi+ 12γ2i ) − 1), i = 1, 2.
Thus combining (C.2.5) and (C.2.5) together, we have :
(1− a)σ21 + Λ1 = 0
(1− b)σ22 + Λ2 = 0








2 + Λ2, c = 1.
Based on the known constants a, b, c, we can get the exact solution (C.2.6) for
the equation (C.2.3):






with the following boundary condition:
V (T, S1, S2) = (S1 + S2)
2,
V (S1, 0, t) = S
2
1e
(r+σ21+Λ1)(T−t), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (0, S2, t) = S
2
2e
(r+σ22+Λ2)(T−t), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (S1, S2, t) = CELM(S1, S2, t), if S1 →∞ or S2 →∞, for all t ∈ [0, T ).
(C.2.7)
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Therefore by means of variable transformation (3.3.1):
xi = lnSi, τ = T − t,




(τ, x) = ∇ · (κ∇V ) +∇ · (αV ) + J [V ](τ, x),
V (0, x1, x2) = (e
x1 + ex2)2, (x) ∈ Ω,
V (τ, x1, x2) = e
2x1+(r+σ21+Λ1)τ , x2 → −∞, τ ∈ (0, T ]
V (τ, x) = e2x2+(r+σ
2
2+Λ2)τ , x1 → −∞, τ ∈ (0, T ]
V (τ, x1, x2) = VELM(τ, x), if x1 →∞ or x2 →∞, τ ∈ (0, T ].
(C.2.8)
And its exact solution is:
VELM(τ, x) = e
2x1+(r+σ21+Λ1)τ + e2x2+(r+σ
2
















+ c(x)u = 0, x ∈ Ω
with non-negative characteristic form
m∑
i,j=1
aij(x)ξiξj ≥ 0, ξ ∈ Ω
⋃
Γ,
where Γ = ∂Ω. Define Γ3 = {x ∈ Γ|
∑m
i,j=1 aij(x)ξiξj > 0}. Let n = (n1, n2, · · · , nm)
be the inward normal on Γ − Γ3, which is the part of boundary Γ on which the












It is shown that data must be prescribed on Γ − Γ3 if the Fichera function is
negative on it.
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D.2 Boundary Conditions for Some Options
We denote CE(t, S,K, σ), PE(t, S,K, σ) the values of European call option and
put option (expiring at T ) at time t under Black-Scholes model.
We consider basket option with payoff max(K − (w1S1 +w2S2), 0), w1, w2 > 0.






, which is the
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V (T, S1, S2) = max(K − (w1S1 + w2S2), 0), for all (S1, S2) ∈ R2+
V (t, S1, 0) = w1P (t, S1,
K
w1
, σ1), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, 0, S2) = w2P (t, S2,
K
w2
, σ2), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, S1, S2) = 0, if S1 →∞ or S2 →∞ for all t ∈ [0, T ).
(D.2.1)





























V (T, S1, S2) = max(S1 − S2, 0), for all (S1, S2) ∈ R2+
V (t, S1, 0) = S1, for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, 0, S2) = 0, for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, S1,∞) = 0, for all t ∈ [0, T ),
∂V
∂S1
(t,∞, S2) = 1, for all t ∈ [0, T ).
(D.2.2)
And its analytic solution is given as
V (t, S1, S2) = S1N(d1)− S2N(d2),










T − t ,
d2 = d1 − σˆ
√
T − t,
σˆ2 = σ21 − 2ρσ1σ2 + σ22.
The power option with payoff H(S1, S2) = max(K − Sp1Sq2 , 0), p, q > 0 is ob-





























V (T, S1, S2) = max(K − Sp1Sq2 , 0), for all (S1, S2) ∈ R2+
V (t, S1, 0) = Ke
−r(T−t), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, 0, S2) = Ke
−r(T−t), for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t, S1,∞) = 0, for all t ∈ [0, T ),
V (t,∞, S2) = 0, for all t ∈ [0, T ).
(D.2.3)
And its analytic solution is given in Appendix (C.1).
